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INTRODUCTION 
Background 
The construction of infrastructure and embankments on soft soils has long been a 
primary challenge to the geotechnical engineer. Past solutions to this problem often result in 
significantly increased construction costs, which can impact the overall scope and schedule 
of construction. Recently, the application of rammed aggregate pier soil reinforcement has 
emerged as ground improvement that precludes the need for deep foundations, over-
excavation and replacement, or pre-loading. This method offers some solutions to the 
concerns of significant construction delay and uneconomical applications by working as a 
soil improvement method. The improvement of soft soils is primarily gained by replacing 
soft compressible soils with stiffer granular pile elements. In addition to increased stiffness, 
rammed aggregate pier foundation elements, being permeable, provide drainage paths for 
water, thus facilitating consolidation settlement. 
Rammed aggregate piers, also known as Geopier™ foundation elements, a patented 
variation of the granular pile, were installed beneath the footprint of a 4.2 m wide x 3.6 m 
high box culvert installed on Iowa Highway 191 south ofNeola, Iowa. Rammed aggregate 
piers were installed in an effort to reduce total and differential. The box culvert was installed 
beneath an existing bridge as an alternative to bridge replacement. After construction of the 
box culvert fill was placed over the culvert up to the existing bridge deck, as a result it was 
necessary to ensure that settlement of the soft layer under the box culvert did not affect the 
existing bridge piers by inducing downdrag. The rammed aggregate pier grid spacing and 
depth was designed to address these settlement concerns. 
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Construction at the site began in late July 2001. Filling operations began the last 
week of November 2001, and were completed the first week of December 2001. The fill 
height at the center of the culvert is 7.5 m and the total amount of fill placed was roughly 
6500 m3• The focus of the investigation was to document the implementation and 
performance of the Geopier soil reinforcement method used to mitigate settlement. 
Objectives and Scope of Study 
The overall objective of this research is to document and assess the performance of 
Geopier soil reinforcement in a transportation application in Iowa soils. The box culvert 
installation project south of Neola on Iowa Highway 191, was the primary research site. 
Site investigation consisted of an in-situ testing program including piezocone 
penetrometer (CPT), pressuremeter (PMT), dilatometer (DMT) and borehole shear (BST). 
This testing was designed to characterize the subsurface, and also to define the parameters of 
the alluvial clay layer. Laboratory testing was conducted utilizing consolidated drained 
triaxial (CD), unconsolidated undrained triaxial (UU), oedometer and Atterberg limit testing. 
Testing was used to define strength and consolidation parameters as well as to classify the 
soft alluvial clay layer. 
Vibrating wire instrumentation installed within the embankment includes total stress 
cells, settlement cells, and piezometers. Monitoring began during pier installations and 
continued for a period of about 6 months following box culvert construction and fill 
placement. In addition, survey pins were installed along the floor of the culvert to monitor 
the full settlement profile. Focus in the instrumentation program was placed on changes 
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within the alluvial clay layer during and immediately after fill placement in an effort to 
closely monitor settlements. 
Load testing on Geopier elements at the site utilized instrumentation to better 
characterize their behavior. Inclinometer, tell-tale, and stress cell data were obtained during 
testing operations to facilitate characterization under load. Individual and group load tests 
were performed to compare and contrast load-deformation behavior. A focus of these 
operations was the investigation of a "group effect". This phenomenon is a comparison of the 
strength of an individual pier with that of a pier within a group. The effect is considered in 
design for other appli~ations such as driven piles. Instrumentation data also aided in 
concluding failure modes, observing stress concentration and the vertical stress distribution 




A better understanding of the behavior of rammed aggregate piers is prefaced by an 
examination of the analogous concepts of granular piles. Significant research on granular 
piles, specifically stone columns, has attempted to characterize the mechanical concepts of 
bearing capacity and settlement. Methods vary from rigorous finite element analysis 
(Balaam and Booker, 1981) to approaches based on empirical data gathered by past 
experience (Castelli and Maugeri, 2002). Although these have met with some success, 
predictions of pile behavior under load are still on a case-to-case basis. 
It is instructive to note here that the prediction of standard driven pile performance is 
still a wide area of research. Design methods based on site investigation tools such as CPT 
(Robertson and Campanella, 1983) and SPT (Meyerhof, 1956) testing are still widely 
debated. When one considers the additional uncertainties involved with granular pile 
construction including: diameter of the installed pier, angle of internal friction of the 
compacted pier material, soil-pier interaction, in-situ lateral stress development, etc., it is 
readily seen that prediction of performance is a complex undertaking. 
Granular piles are considered a ground improvement method. Their feasibility lies in 
applications where only moderate strength increases of soft and compressible soils are 
necessary. Bearing capacity increases of 2 to 5 times are typical (Bergado et al., 1984). 
Installations are grid arrangements, typically in a square or triangular spacing pattern. The 
low load carrying capacity, high number of piles, and uncertainty in performance of piles, 
lends pile design to one based on an arbitrary factor of safety, usually three in relation to 
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bearing capacity, and questionable correlations. This is much the same situation with driven 
piles. 
The introduction of rammed aggregate piers has changed this. Their application as 
foundation elements for concentrated loads beneath mid-rise buildings has demanded control 
of bearing capacity and settlement. Significant research effort has been put forth to 
effectively characterize and predict the behavior of the rammed aggregate pier. It will be 
seen in this research that rammed aggregate piers have been successfully used to control total 
settlement as well as the more difficult differential settlement. 
Particular concepts have been found to be more significant in granular pile design 
methodology and are the basis for current design. In order to analyze the load test data and 
settlement behavior of the reinforced clay layer, a thorough treatment of past and recent 
research on these concepts is developed herein. 
Individual Pile Behavior 
Bearing capacity 
The capacity of a single pile is inherently tied to its failure mechanism, consistent 
with the classical mechanics of foundation design. The primary mechanisms in the granular 
pile are bulging, shear and punching type failure. Figure 1 is a graphic of each failure type in 
a homogeneous soft layer, such as the one present in this research. The mechanism induced 
is determined by several factors including: diameter of the pile, length of the pile, internal 
friction angle of the pile, shear strength of the soil, passive resistance of the soil and the 
homogeneity of the soil surrounding the pile, e.g., the presence of a stiff underlying layer. 
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Figure 1. Failure modes of individual granular pile (Barksdale and Bachus, 1983) 
likely in soft soil conditions. Each of these is observed in the load testing data presented later 
in this paper. The lateral confining stress of the pile, defined as the ultimate passive 
resistance that the soil can mobilize, controls bulging failure. A majority of the relationships 
derived to describe bulging behavior have been founded on this assumption (Bergado et al., 
1996). Hughes and Withers (1974) have proposed to predict the bearing capacity based on 
confining resistance with the following relationship: 
where crro is the initial in-situ radial stress, Su is the undrained shear strength, and $sis the 
angle of internal friction for the granular pile material. Punching type failure is controlled by 
the same calculation associated with driven piles described in the following relationship: 
(2) 
where Lis pile depth and dis pile diameter. In this case it is assumed that undrained strength 
of the clay is equal to shaft friction. 
Beyond a certain critical depth of pier, bulging becomes the most likely failure mode 
(Hughes et al., 1975). The concept of critical pile depth is an important one in regard to 
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failure mechanism and also load carrying capacity. Critical pile depth is defined as that 
depth corresponding to equilibrium of bearing capacity given by bulging and punching type 
failure modes. Hence at depths less than critical, punching type failure is most likely and at 
depths greater than critical, bulging type is most likely. The implication is that load carrying 
capacity is not increased as pile depth extends beyond the critical length, i.e., the ultimate 
resistance offered by a pile will not increase beyond that offered by bulging failure. The 
design capacity of both granular piles and rammed aggregate piers takes advantage of the 
increased resistance offered by the radial expansion preceding bulging failure in a soft 
cohesive soil. Figure 2 offers a method to estimate critical pile depth using the unit weight, 
diameter ( dp) and friction angle ( $) of the pile along with the undrained shear strength of the 
soil. Figure 3 is a diagram representing the relationships used by Geopier to estimate 
bulging depths. They are: 
d = dg[tan(45+$/2)] +z 
dm = {dg[tan(45+$/2)]}/2 +z 
(3) 
(4) 
where dis the maximum depth of bulging, dm is the mid-height of bulging, dg is the diameter 
of the pier, $ is the friction angle of the pier material, and z is the footing depth. 
It should be noted that rammed aggregate piers are typically constructed with a length 
of approximately three times their diameter, roughly 2.74 m (Lawton et al., 1994). Not 
penetrating to a stiff underlying layer, commonly referred to as a "floating" pile, is 
characteristic of their construction. Granular piles are routinely installed to depths of 10-15 

































---+-r-1----- 45 + phi/2 
Figure 3. Graphic of Geopier bulging dimensions (Geopier Technical Bulletin No. 2) 
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Settlement 
Several methods have been proposed to predict the settlement behavior of an individual pile. 
These have met with varied success. An elastic approach and a method based on the radial 
stress-strain properties of the soil will be discussed here. 
Elastic continuum approach 
Mattes and Poulos (1969) presented a solution for the settlement of a single 
compressible pile. The assumption is that the pile deformation behaves elastically. The 
settlement is given by: 
(5) 
where P is load, Es is soil modulus, Lp is length of pier, and Ip is a displacement influence 
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Figure 4. Displacement influence factors (Mattes and Poulos, 1969) 
where Ep is the deformation modulus of the pile. Figure 4 is a graph that indicates that Ip 
increases as the length to diameter ratio increases. Although the method seems counter-
intuitive with respect to prior knowledge of pile deformation modulus being required, it 
allows the flexibility of varying soil and pier dimensions and parameters. The key concept in 
this approach is the use of the modular ratio between the pile and soil. 
Radial stress-strain approach 
Hughes et al. (1975) proposed a method for predicting settlement based on the radial 
stress-strain properties of the soil. The necessary parameters listed in the report are given 
below. 
1. Undrained shear strength of the soil. 
2. The in-situ lateral stress in the soil. 
3. The radial pressure/deformation characteristics of the soil. 
4. The angle of internal friction of the column material. 
s. The initial diameter of the column. -Hughes, Withers and Greenwood (1975) 
It was rationalized that the bulging mechanism of the pi~e could be directly 
analogized to the radial expansion of a pressuremeter. The pile is then assumed to expand at 
constant volume, translating the radial expansion directly into settlement. Dividing the pile 
into layers and summing the settlement contribution from each layer provides the calculation 
of total settlement. The radial expansion is estimated directly from a pressuremeter curve 
containing stress on the ordinate and radial strain on the abscissa. The relationship is 
expressed by: 
m 
S = L 4Hi8n/dp (7) 
i=l 
where Hi is the layer thickness, dp is the diameter of the pile, and 28n/dp represents the radial 
strain of the ith layer. 
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In addition to predicting settlement, Hughes et al. (1975) show that vertical stress 
distribution within the pier can be estimated through an idealization of shear stress build-up 
along the pile-soil boundary. This is represented in Figure 5. It can be seen that the shear 
stress is not allowed to exceed the capacity of the soil and that maximum shear stress is only 
transmitted to a depth coinciding with the critical length of the pier. 
The final consideration is that bulging does not occur unless the passive resistance of 
the soil has been realized and full shear resistance has been mobilized throughout the critical 
length of the pier. The concepts learned here will become important in the analysis of load 
test data later in this thesis. 
Group Pile Behavior 
The basic behavior of an individual pile is the same as a pile within a group. Failure 





Shur stress on colum11/clly lnterhce: kNtm2 
rltlcal length 2·2S m 
6 
Figure 5. Idealized shear stress distribution with load (Hughes et al., 1975) 
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extending through several piles whether on a circular or planar surface. Complications arise 
when evaluating bearing capacity and settlement as a result of the loading mechanism. 
Either a flexible raft or a rigid raft loads a group of piles. Examples are an embankment for 
the former, and a mat foundation for the latter. In these cases load is now transferred not 
only to the pile but also directly to the matrix soil between. The conglomeration of the two 
units, pile and soil, necessitates a characterization of the entire system. Present methods for 
analysis and design include semi-empirical methods based on experience, and finite element 
method. A discussion of the key concepts used in current design methodology follows. 
Tributary area 
Groups of granular piles are typically placed on a grid with a triangular or rectangular 
spacing arrangement. A cylinder with an effective diameter dependent on the grid spacing 
approximates the unit cell (tributary area), including pile and matrix soil. Figure 6 illustrates 
the unit cell for both triangular and square grid spacing along with their effective diameters. 
Barksdale and Bachus (1983) presented a method of design based on the unit cell 
concept. It was found that the amount of matrix soil replaced with aggregate within the area 
tributary to the pile had a significant correlation to the performance of the improved ground. 
Thus an equation was posed to define area replacement ratio: 
(8) 
where As is the area of the pile and A is the total area within the unit cell. Coupling this with 
the equations for unit cell area obtains the ratio for triangular and square arrangements as 
follows, respectively: 
as= 0.907 (Dsfs)2 




where Ds is the diameter of the pile and s is spacing of the grid. Typical ratios used are in the 
range of 0.10 to 0.40 (Barksdale and Bachus, 1983). 
The volume of soil replaced is important in relation to composite stiffness. The piles 
represent a stiffer element, so that higher replacement ratios of aggregate would work to 
stiffen the pile-soil composite grid. Improvement ratios for settlement and bearing capacity 
are based on the area replacement ratio. 
Stress concentration 
As mentioned previously, the granular piles represent a stiffer element within the soil-
pile matrix. When load is applied through a rigid raft the pier and matrix soil settle 
Pilt2 Spacing 
12-i 
(a) Triangular ArrangQmQnt of StonQ Columns 
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P-1 • I • • • . 
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(b) SquarC'Z ArrangC'Zmt2nt of StonC'Z Columns 
Figure 6. Pile arrangements with influence of each pile (Balaam and Booker, 1981) 
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an equal amount. Due to the higher stiffness of the pile, elastic theory prescribes a higher 
stress applied to the pile. The magnitude of this stress concentration is then directly 
proportional to the ratio in stiffness of the pier to the matrix soil. This effect can be less 
pronounced in the case of a flexible raft where each element can settle somewhat 
independently. The stress concentration factor is defined as : 
(11) 
where cr5 is the stress in the pile and crc is the stress in the soil. The variation of stress 
concentration with area replacement ratio listed for stone columns by Barksdale and Bachus 
(1983) ranged from 2 to 5. Gaul (2001) indicates stiffness ratios oframmed aggregate piers 
to stone columns ranging from 10 to 15 based on load test results. From this it is reasonable 
to surmise that rammed aggregate piers generate higher stress concentrations than stone 
columns. 
Once again using elastic theory, it is possible to calculate the stresses on the pile and 
soil using the area replacement ratio and stress concentration factor. The stresses in the pile 
and clay are: 
crs = ncr/[l+(n-l)as] 
crc = cr/[1 +(n-l)as] 
where cr is the overburden . 
(12) 
(13) 
. It has been posed that stress concentration ratios should increase with time in a 
cohesive soil (Juran and Guermazi, 1988, Han and Ye, 1991, Lawton, 1999). As 
consolidation proceeds due to the increase in vertical stress, the soil will further compress. 
This compression should theoretically be accompanied by a proportionate decrease in stress 
concentration on the matrix soil. 
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Bearing Capacity 
Barksdale and Bachus (1983) have posed that different methods for bearing capacity 
be used when encountering soft to very soft cohesive soils as opposed to firm and stronger 
cohesive soils. The assumption is that the failure mechanisms differ, requiring separate 
analyses. Very soft soils consider the possibility of local bulging failure so that ultimate 
capacity is based on the strength of a single isolated column within a group multiplied by the 
number of piles. This is expressed as: 
(14) 
where Ne is the composite bearing capacity factor for the granular pile which ranges from 15-
22. The composite bearing capacity factor is correlated to the area replacement ratio. This 
method is assumed representative whether the loading is through a rigid or flexible 
foundation. 
The question of group efficiency is an elusive one in the study of pile group capacity. 
The concept under scrutiny is whether piles within groups have a capacity less than that of an 
isolated one due to the influence of adjacent piles. This becomes important when design 
considers a smaller group of piles supported by a concrete raft. The raft may be freestanding 
in the case of some driven piles, or in contact with the ground, as is the case with some 
driven piles and all granular piles. The ASCE Committee on Deep Foundations report [CDF 
(1984)] recommends not using group efficiency as a description of group action. It suggests 
that only piles driven in cohesionless soils be assigned an efficiency greater than one, as 
densification resulting from pile driving increases skin friction. Barksdale and Bachus(1983) 
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suggest group efficiency in the range of 0.8 to 1.0 for small groups of stone columns. These 
recommendations and findings from several studies of driven piles reviewed in Zhang 
Table 1. Experimental values of group efficiency from Zhang et al. (2001) and 
Barksdale and Bachus (1983) 
Cohesive 
Cohesive 
et al. (2001) are listed in Table 1. The contribution of the raft to capacity is indicated by a 
comparison between the freestanding and ground rafts on cohesive soil. 
The assumption of a firm soil begins with the measurement of undrained shear 
strength greater than 30-40 kPa. Barksdale and Bachus (1983) then prescribe that the angle 
of internal friction of the soil and the cohesion in the pile are negligible. Once the full . 
strength of the soil-pile system has been mobilized a failure surface with two planar lines is 
estimated. This is shown in Figure 7. Using equilibrium of the wedge in Figure 7 the 
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where y c=saturated or wet unit weight of soil; B=foundation width; J3=failure surface 
inclination; c=undrained shear strength within the unreinforced cohesive soil; ~s=angle of 
internal friction of the pile; ~avg=composite angle of internal friction; Cavg=composite 
cohesion on the shear. surface; µ5=stress ratio of pile to soil. 
Cavity Expansion 
B 
-~- Failure -i--,,----+---+-.....,, 
Surface 
o) Square Group b) Infinitely Long Group 
Figure 7. Granular pile group shear failure (Barksdale and Bachus, 1983) 
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Settlement 
Decreased magnitude in settlement is often the purpose of granular pile installation. 
In this capacity embankments and other infrastructure not tolerable of excessive settlement 
can be constructed on what would otherwise be unsuitable soils. Increased rate of 
consolidation in cohesive soils is a benefit that was first posed theoretically and has 
subsequently been proven through field observations (Stewart and Fahey, 1984). A 
discussion of each aspect of settlement follows. 
Total Settlement 
Several methods have been investigated to predict settlement of reinforced soil. 
These analyses do not predict absolute settlement, rather a quantity relative to the 




where Sr is settlement of the reinforced soil and Su the settlement of the unreinforced soil. 
Settlement in the unreinforced condition is calculated by conventional methods. From this an 
improvement factor is defined as: 
IF= 1/SR (21) 
Aboshi and Suematsu (1985) have compiled several of the settlement reduction ratio 
prediction methods. The methods are functions of area replacement ratio with varying other 
factors such as stress concentration factor, modular ratio, and pile material friction angle. 
The compilation is shown in Figure 8. Balaam and Booker (1981) suggested a method 
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Figure 8. Compilation of settlement prediction methods using area replacement 
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Figure 9. Settlement prediction using modular ratio and effective area (Balaam and 
Booker, 1981) 
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Rate of settlement 
Sand drains had long been used as means to speed up consolidation before the advent 
of granular piles. Barron (1947) derived a solution for drain wells that considered both radial 
and vertical drainage. It was initially thought that granular piles would have the same 
properties of drainage, but consideration to strain and modulus inequalities between soil and 
pile led to varying assumptions for analysis. Each solution is based on the concept of 
decreasing the total drainage distance. 
Han and Ye (2001) have posed a simplified solution that resolves the issues of soil-
pile modular ratio and stress transfer to the pile with the dissipation of excess pore pressure. 
Their analysis is based on the following assumptions excerpted from the paper. 
1. Stone columns are free-draining at any time. Each stone column has a circular 
influence zone. 
2. The surrounding soil is fully saturated, and water is incompressible. 
3. Stone columns and the surrounding soil only deform vertically and have equal 
strain at any depth. 
4. The load is applied instantly through a rigid foundation and maintained constant 
_ during the consolidation period. At the moment of the load being applied, 
uniform excess pore water pressures within the surrounding soil carry all the 
loads. At the moment of loading, however, the saturated soil is under an 
undrained condition. The undrained elastic modulus of the saturated soil is 
theoretically infinite under a condition with full confinement, which results from 
the preceding assumption of one-dimensional deformation. 
5. Total vertical stresses with stone columns and the surrounding soil, respectively, 
are averaged and uniform. - from Han and Ye (2001) 
Modified coefficients of vertical and radial consolidation are calculated based on 
stress concentration factor and a diameter influence ratio. The expressions are: 
c'r = cr(l + n5(1/(N2-1 ))) 
c'v = Cv(l + n5(1/(N2-l))) 





where dinf,col are the effective diameter of the pile and the actual diameter, respectively. It 
can be seen in these relationships that a higher stress concentration factor would lead to a 
higher modified coefficient of consolidation. The increased stiffness in a rammed aggregate 
pier should increase consolidation rates accordingly. 
A modified time factor is then calculated with the modified coefficients of 
consolidation. These are found by substituting the modified coefficients directly into 
Terzaghi's 1-d time rate of consolidation equation: 
(25) 
Han and Ye (2001) provided two figures to calculate relative amount of consolidation using 
the time factors. These are shown in Figures 10 and 11. An overall amount of consolidation 
is calculated using an expression posed by Carillo (1942): 
where U represents the correspondent percentage of total consolidation. 
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Figure 11. Consolidation amount with modified vertical coefficient of consolidation 
(Han and Ye, 2001) 
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PROJECT LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION 
Rammed aggregate piers were installed beneath a culvert on Iowa Highway 191 south 
of Neola, Iowa. The piers were installed in an effort to reduce total and differential 
settlement of the culvert and embankment due to the presence of a soft alluvial clay layer. 
Routing of the stream was diverted while earthwork, construction of the culvert and 
subsequent backfill was performed. The culvert was located beneath a bridge as part of a 
remediation project resulting from anticipation of structural disrepair in the aging bridge. 
Construction at the site began in late July 2001 and was finished by mid-December 2001. 
The embankment reached a maximum depth of 7 .5 m beneath the bridge. 
In-situ testing was conducted prior to construction to effectively characterize soil 
parameters of the soft alluvial clay. Vibrating wire instrumentation was installed within the 
embankment to monitor change during filling operations and consolidation. A self-contained 
data-logging console was installed on site to provide automatic logging of data twice each 
day. Load testing was also performed on site with the objective of further characterizing 
rammed aggregate pier behavior under load. 
Backfilling operations began in late November 2001 and were finished within 3 
weeks. · Continuous monitoring was maintained to verify total and differential settlement 
performance of the soft soil reinforcement. Settlement of the bridge was also monitored to 
verify that consolidation of the clay layer did not threaten the stability of the existing timber 
bridge piles. Figures 12 and 13 are pictures of the project site. 
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Figure 12. Project site looking north-east during pier installation 
Figure 13. Project site showing spoils of soft alluvial clay layer from drilling 
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SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATION 
In order to assess conditions at the site, a comprehensive testing program including 
in-situ and laboratory testing was completed. In-situ testing included Cone Penetrometer 
testing (CPT), Flat Dilatometer testing (DMT), Borehole-Shear testing (BST) and 
Pressuremeter testing (PMT). The in-situ testing took place prior to the beginning of 
construction at the site. The laboratory testing was conducted on representative samples 
obtained through Shelby-tube sampling. Laboratory testing included particle size 
distribution, moisture content, Atterberg Limits, drained and undrained triaxial, and one-
dimensional consolid_ation tests. Laboratory results were compared to soil parameters 
obtained from each of the different in-situ testing methods employed on the site and 
described herein. 
CPT was the first in-situ testing performed at the site. Figure 14 shows a schematic 
of the site indicating three soundings labeled CPTl, CPT2 and CPT3. The locations of 
subsequent drilling and in-situ testing were at CPTl, CPT2, and the load testing area located 
on the southwest comer of the site. Testing was performed at CPTl and CPT2 to aid in the 
correlation of data by comparing it with that obtained by the CPT. Testing in the load test 
area was used to obtain soil parameters for analysis with load test data. A description of all 
test results follows. 
In-Situ Testing Program 
CPT data 
Three soundings were performed on the site prior to construction. The locations of 
the soundings are labeled CPTl through 3 in Figure 14. The soundings were placed at the 
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Figure 14. Plan view of project site with DMT and CPT sounding locations 
alluvial formation and to identify the depth to a dense formation believed to be weathered 
shale bedrock. The CPT data was obtained using an electric subtraction cone with a pore 
pressure sensor near the tip. The cone was pushed hydraulically while data was collected at 
5 cm intervals. An average 25 cm depth interval was used to report data. Geotechnical 
Services Incorporated (GSD of Omaha, Ne., was subcontracted to conduct and analyze the 
CPT data. The CPT report is provided in Appendix A. 
The Piezocone data for CPTl is represented graphically in Figure 15. The profiles 
for CPT2 and CPT3 can be found in Appendix A. The parameters displayed in each of the 
graphs are defined as qT for corrected tip resistance, fs for sleeve friction, Rr for friction ratio 
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Figure 15. CPTl data showing sleeve and tip resistance, and soil profile 
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normalized friction ratio, and L: the soil behavior and classification index. Figure 15 also 
provides a soil log identifying the classifications of each soil layer. The soil classification is 
based on the Simplified Soil Classification Chart for Standard Electronic Friction Cone by 
Robertson and Campanella (1986). The correlation is founded on a relation between the 
magnitude of tip resistance, friction ratio and soil type. 
Appendix A includes a tabular list of all CPT data including empirical correlations to 
drained friction angle ( ~) and Dr (relative density). The drained :friction angle was 
determined using a correlation proposed by Kulhawy and Mayne (1990). The relative 
density was determined using a correlation proposed by Jamiolkowski et al. (1985). 
CPT 1 and 2 indicate a thick natural alluvial clay layer underlain by glacial till and 
weathered shale bedrock. CPT3 indicates the same alluvial clay layer but was aborted due to 
rod refusal at an elevation of 312.6 m. This elevation corresponds to that of the glacial till 
layer in each of the other soundings and probably indicates a very dense till. The profile 
indicates a layer of fill averaging 1.2 m in thickness underlain by alluvial clay with an 
average thickness of 12.5 m underlain by a glacial till roughly 2 min thickness overlying 
weathered shale bedrock. 
The alluvial clay is of primary interest in this project. The graphs of tip resistance 
give sufficient reason for this concern, very soft and compressible clay. The tabulated cone 
data indicates an average drained friction angle of 22° for this layer. The unconfined 
compressive strength ( qu) was estimated using a relationship proposed by Robertson and 
Campanella (1986). Figure 16 is a representation of the correlation to qu for data obtained in 
CPT 1. The data is presented in Appendix A. The result is an average unconfined 
compressive strength of 17 +/- 5 kPa for the clay layer. This classifies as very soft 
29 
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Figure 16. q0 at CPTl using Robertson and Campanella (1986) 
clay according to Terzaghi and Peck (1967). With a high water table it is apparent that 
bearing capacity and settlement will be controlling factors in the design of the soft soil 
reinforcement for the project embankment. 
DMT data 
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The Flat Dilatometer Test (DMT) was implemented on the site for subsurface 
profiling. The DMT was pushed hydraulically by the Iowa State University Mobile B-40, 
truck mounted drill rig. Two soundings were performed. The first~ DMTl, was performed at 
CPTl and the second, DMT2, was performed in the center of the load testing area. 
Procedures described by Marchetti (1980) were used to carry out the testing and reduce the 
data. Readings were taken at 0 .3 m intervals. 
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The first step in data reduction for the DMT is to produce the three primary 
dilatometer variables at each data point: Material Index (Ia), Horizontal Stress Index (Ki), 
and Dilatometer Modulus (Ea). These were calculated using the procedures outlined by 
Marchetti (1980). Subsequent correlations are based on an identification of the soil type 
obtained through the Material Index. DMTl and DMT2 classified the soft layer as silty clay 
(Marchetti, 1980). Furthermore, the Material Index combined with the Dilatometer modulus 
classified the clay layer as soft silty clay, very nearly mud (Marchetti, 1980). With the 
Material Index less than 1.2, Marchetti (1980) indicates that it is appropriate to correlate the 
undrained shear strength (su) and horizontal earth pressure CKo) of the soil to the DMT data. 
Figure 17 shows the profile for the calculated undrained shear strength (su), The DMTl data 
averages Su at 0.10 bars (10 kPa), while the DMT2 data averages Su= 0.09 bars (9 kPa). The 
CPTl data gave a value of 17 kPa for the unconfined compressive strength, showing good 
agreement with the DMT data. Ko was averaged to be 0.39 for DMTl and 2. With a 
plasticity index of 16 and the assumption that the clay is normally consolidated, Lambe and 
Whitman (1969) list a typical value for Ko as 0.49. This is in reasonably good agreement 
with the DMT correlation. 
Graphical representations of the data are presented in Figure 17 for DMTl. Raw data 
and correlations are presented in Appendix B. Comparison of the CPTl data with the DMTl 
data shows good agreement. The dilatometer sounding indicates a moderately stiff zone for 
the first meter, which confirms the fill layer indicated by the CPT profile. The DMT data 
shows the fill underlain by a soft layer to a depth of 13.5 m. The soil begins to stiffen at 13.5 
m as indicated by the Dilatometer modulus profile. This is in perfect agreement with the 
beginning of the glacial till layer indicated in the CPTl profile. Rod refusal at a depth of 14 
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m disallowed the performance of any DMT soundings beyond that depth. Rod refusal was 
surmised to correlate with the beginning of the stiff glacial till layer indicated in the CPT 
data. Although little data was obtained for the glacial till, the profile for the clay layer is very 
consistent in readings throughout its depth. The DMT2 data produced profiles similar to that 
ofDMTl. 
PMT data 
The Pressuremeter Tests (PMT) were conducted to determine modulus of the clay 
layer. Previous research has shown that soft clay conditions yield reliable data from the 
pressuremeter (Briaud, 1989). PMT testing was performed at CPTI and CPT2. For 
simplicity data profiles are referred to as PMTl and PMT2. The PMT was performed in a 
pre-bored hole after sampling by a standard 7 .9 cm Shelby tube. The procedures used to 
carry out testing and data reduction were in general accordance with recommendations from 
Briaud (1989). 
PMTl was performed at 1.52 m intervals beginning at a depth of 4.5 m. The tests 
continued to a depth of 12.5 m. At 13.5 m hollow-stem augering was refused by the glacial 
till layer indicated in the CPT and DMT data. Individual tests were advanced on a constant 
pressure increment basis while observing volume change. Figure 18 presents the calculated 
pressuremeter modulus (Epm1) for each depth at PMTl. The average Ei,mt for the clay layer is 
1320 +/- 461 kPa (+/- denotes one standard deviation herein). This classifies as very soft 
clay (Briaud, 1989). The data collected in PMT2 gives the same Pressuremeter modulus. 
The tabulated data and a graph of each PMT test are located in Appendix C. 
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Figure 18. Calculated pressuremeter modulus at each depth using Briand (1989) 
Borehole Shear data 
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Two Borehole Shear tests (BST) were performed in the load test area to measure the 
drained friction angle and cohesion intercept of the alluvial clay layer. The test consists of 
lowering an expandable shear head into a borehole ( created by a standard 7 .9 cm Shelby 
tube), expanding the shear head against the walls under a constant normal stress, allowing the 
soil to consolidate (hence drain), and pulling vertically on the shear head measuring shear 
resistance. Several studies have compared the BST to CD and CU triaxial tests (Wineland, 
1976; Schmertmann, 1976) and have supported a previous assessment that the BST is usually 
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Figure 19. Borehole Shear test data at load test area 
measuring the maximum shear resistance at successive increments of normal stress applied. 
Cohesion intercept ( c) is given by a regression of the data. 
Figure 19 presents a graph of each test. The test at a depth of 3.8 m indicates $=22° 
and c=O kPa for the clay. A strong correlation for the test is indicated by an R2 value of 0.99. 
The value of friction angle agrees closely with the data indicated by the CPT. The second 
test conducted at 2.3 m indicates $=25° and c=8 kPa. The tabulated data is presented in 
Appendix D for the BST. 
Laboratory Testing Program 
Consolidated drained (CD) triaxial compression tests, unconsolidated undrained (UU) 
triaxial compression tests, confined compression ( oedometer) tests, particle size distribution, 
and Atterberg limit tests were performed on representative portions of undisturbed samples 
obtained by Shelby tube sampling procedures. Following is a description of the testing and 
results. 
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Consolidated drained (CD) triaxial compression test 
A series of consolidated drained (CD) triaxial compression tests were conducted to 
determine the approximate shear strength of the soil in terms of effective stresses. Three CD 
tests were performed on alluvial clay extracted from a depth of 4.2 m at CPT2. Each Shelby 
tube extracted sample was prepared with a height to diameter ratio of 2.0. The three tests 
were conducted at confining pressures ( cr3) of 21, 41, and 62 kPa. 
The stress-strain behavior for the series of CD triaxial tests is shown in Figure 20. 
Initial assessment of the test results reveals the typical increase in peak strength with higher 
consolidation stress. Volume decreased ( contraction) during loading, indicative of normally 
consolidated soils (Lambe and Whitman, 1969). The stress paths for the CD tests are shown 
in the p'-q diagram in Figure 21. Volume change is shown in Figure 22. A linear regression 
of the peak p' and q values generates the Kr-line. Evaluation of the generated Kr-line 
produces ~• = 16° and c' = 12 kPa. The tabulated data can be found in Appendix E. 
Unconsolidated undrained (UU) triaxial compression test 
A series of unconsolidated undrained (UU) triaxial compression tests were performed 
to determine the shear strength of the soil in terms of total stresses. Three UU tests were 
conducted on the alluvial clay extracted from a depth of 5.8 mat CPT2. Each Shelby tube 
extracted sample was prepared with a height to diameter ratio of 2.0. The three tests were 
conducted at confining pressures ( cr3) of 62, 83, and 103 kPa. 
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Figures 23. Stress-strain behavior for 
UU testing 
Figure 24. P-Q diagram for UU testing 
failure. By evaluating the stress conditions at failure, the soil's strength parameter of 
undrained shear strength (su) was determined in terms of total stresses. 
The stress-strain behavior for the series of UU triaxial tests is shown in Figure 23. 
Initial assessment of the results reveals the"$= 0 concept" illustrated by the horizontal K~ 
line in Figure 24. This concept states specimens of like material subjected to equivalent 
effective stresses prior to loading will result in equivalent shear failure strengths (Lambe and 
Whitman, 1969). The resulting Su of 31 kPa for the soil is read as the intercept of the K~line 
with the q axis, shown in Figure 10. The tabulated data can be found in Appendix F. 
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Confined compression ( oedometer) test 
Four one-dimensional confined compression tests were conducted to determine the 
compressibility of the alluvial clay layer. Consolidation parameters are used to provide 
primary consolidation settlement and rate of settlement estimates. Tests were performed on 
Shelby tube samples obtained from depths of3.9 m and 5.8m, and are assumed to be 
representative of the entire layer. 
The test was performed on samples prepared with a height to diameter ratio of 0.4, 
and then restrained laterally and loaded axially. Each stress increment was maintained until 
excess pore pressures were dissipated (time= t100) . During the consolidation process the 
change in specimen height was recorded as a function of time. The tabulated data is 
displayed in Appendix G. 
For rate of settlement analysis the square root of time compression curves 
( compression vs. were plotted for several pressure increments. By applying the 
square root of time method, the coefficient of consolidation, Cv, was calculated and time-
settlement relationships were established. The square root of time compression curves are 
shown in Appendix G. Table 2 lists a summary of Cv values. The average Cv value from the 
four tests over the expected pressure range was 0.07 +/- 0.03 m2/day. This was used to 
establish predicted time-settlement relationships. 
The consolidation test results were also analyzed by plotting void ratio, e, versus the 
logarithm of pressure applied to the sample, commonly referred to as the e-log-p curve. The 
data plot for each test is shown in Figure 25. The linear relationship of the e-log-p curve 
denotes virgin compression, further reinforcing the observation that the alluvial clay is 
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Figure 25. Data points and e-log(p) curve for combined data from each oedometer test 
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normally consolidated. The slope of this line, referred to as the compression index, Cc, 
averages 0.28 using the regression. The results of each test appear similar with respect to 
change in void ratio, e. This made it reasonable to regress all the data together to create the 
"average" e-log-p curve. The linear regression was used in the prediction of total settlement 
for the box culvert. 
Atterberg limits 
Atterberg limit testing was performed on samples obtained at CPT 1 and 2. The 
depth of samples ranges from 3.5 to 5.5 m. Figure 26 presents the plastic limit, moisture 
content, and liquid limit determined at each depth. The average liquid limit is 39% and the 
average plasticity index is 16. In-situ moisture content was fairly constant at 36%. It should 
be noted that this moisture content is near the liquid limit, resulting in a liquidity index of 
0.81. The plasticity index of 16 classifies the silty-clay as CL according to the Unified Soil 
Classification System, designating it as inorganic clay possessing low to medium plasticity. 
This designation is typical of the silty-clay mixture indicated by in-situ testing. 
Particle size distribution 
Further classification of the clay layer at the site was provided by hydrometer and 
sieve analysis. Figure 27 shows the particle size distribution. Inspection reveals 26% of clay 
size particles dominated by a silt content of 74%, resulting in the overall distribution being 
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Figure 26. Atterberg limits and moisture content for clay layer 
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Figure 27. Particle size distribution for clay layer sample 
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LOAD TESTING DATA 
An extensive load testing program was designed and carried at the southwest corner 
of the production site. Vertical load tests were performed on full scale constructed piers. 
Three tests were performed on individual piers while two tests were performed on pier 
groups of four each. The four piers in each group test were capped by a reinforced concrete 
footing covering both the piers and the matrix soil. This test program intended to compare 
and contrast the behavior of the individual pier element with a group of piers acting within a 
grid of pier installations. A grid of piers in a triangular or rectangular installation pattern 
beneath a footing is the usual granular pile installation. The group tests are designed to test 
the behavior of a unit cell of this grid pattern, represented by a full-scale footing over four 
piers. 
To further investigate the behavior of pier and matrix soil under vertical load, various 
instrumentation measurements were recorded during loading. Manual dial-gauge readings 
were used to monitor top of pier settlement, and bottom of pier settlement. Stress cells were 
installed in one of the individual pier tests and also one of the group pier tests. The stress 
cells were placed strategically within piers and also between piers on the matrix soil. The 
intent was to monitor stress distribution vertically through the pier during loading and stress 
concentration at the top of piers and matrix soil. Inclinometer casings were installed near one 
of the individual load test piers, and one of the group test piers. The inclinometer i_s a device 
consisting of two accelerometers capable of quantifying tilt-angle of the instrument in 
reference to two perpendicular axes. The device is pulled through the inclinometer casing to 
develop a profile, allowing the monitoring of casing deflection installed adjacent to a pier. 
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This measurement can reveal horizontal movement in the soil profile, indicating pier bulging 
during loading. 
Individual Load Testing Data 
Load testing was performed on three individual piers of 0.76 m diameter. The 
installations were located in the test area on the southwest comer of the project site. Pier No. 
1 was installed to a depth of 2.97 m and included stress cell and inclinometer 
instrumentation. Pier No. 2 was installed to a depth of 2.74 m with a tell-tale as the only 
instrumentation. Pier No. 3 was installed to a depth of 5.05 m also with a tell-tale as the only 
instrumentation. Piers 1 and 2 were spaced 3.05 m and piers two and three were spaced 4.57 
m apart to minimize any interaction effects. 
Individual load test #1 
Individual pier No. 1 was installed to a depth of2.97 m. The pier was fitted with four 
stress cells, one tell-tale, and two inclinometer casings. Figure 28 shows the locations of the 
instrumentation. 
Figure 29 shows the settlement of the top of pier and tell-tale throughout loading. 
Testing of the pier was discontinued at 878 kPa. At completion the top of pier had settled 21 
mm and the tell-tale had settled 4.5 mm. This difference indicates pier bulging. 
Figure 30 displays the stiffness of the pier calculated throughout loading. The 
stiffness of the pier ranged 87 to 41 kPa/mm from 81 to 878 kPa. A slowing in the decay of 
stiffness can be noted from 158 to 718 kPa. This coincided with a slowing in tell-tale 
settlement indicated in Figure 29. Th~ stress cells were installed as shown in Figure 28. 
Figure 31 shows the change in cell stress with increasing load on the pier. The stresses are 
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graduated from top to bottom, as more of the load is transferred to the soil through shear. At 
test completion the stress increase was 76% of the total pier stress load at the 0.66 m cell and 
22% at the 2.3 m cell. Figure 28 shows the two inclinometer casings installed adjacent to 
pier one. 










Figure 28. Plan and profile of individual pier one with instrumentation locations 
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Figure 31. Stress cell readings within individual pier test one during loading 
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Inclinometer one is located at 0.15 m from the pier and two is 0.3 m from the pier. Figure 32 
and 33 show the profile of the casings immediately after pier installation. Both figures 
indicate deflection of the casing as a result of pier ramming during installation. A maximum 
deflection of 14 mm is indicated at a depth of 3.2 m for the casing 0.15 m from the pier. This 
bulge is associated with a length of casing that is bowing from 2 to 5 m in the soil profile, a 
volume adjacent to the bottom bulb of the pier located at 2.7 m. Figure 34 and 35 display the 
profile at successive loadings for each casing relative to the profile of the casing after pier 
installation. In this manner the graph shows only the deflection associated with loading 
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Figure 32. Inclinometer profile (0.15 m); after pier install, individual load test one 
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Figure 33. Inclinometer profile (0.3 m); after pier install, individual load test one 
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Figure 34. Inclinometer profile 0.3 m from pier; individual load test one 
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Figure 35. Inclinometer profile 0.15 m from pier; individual load test one 
10 
of the pier. Each casing shows an area of deflection extending from I to 3 m in the soil 
profile, with a maximum of 6 mm at a depth of 1.5 m. This indicates bulging associated with 
the mid-depth of the pier. Please reference Appendix H for tabulated data concerning 
individual load test one. 
Individual load test #2 
Pier two was drilled to a depth of 2.74 m. A tell-tale was installed above the bottom 
bulb. No other instrumentatio·n was installed in the pier. 
Figures 36 and 37 display the settlement and stiffness characteristics of the pier. 
Figure 36 indicates the test was aborted at a stress of 560 kPa due to failure. The top of pier 
had settled 74 mm at this point while the tell-tale had settled 45 mm. The difference in 
settlement indicates pile type failure with some bulging. 
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Figure 37. Stiffness of individual load test two with advancing stress 
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Figure 3 7 indicates a stiffness ranging from 81 to 4 79 kPa. Comparison with pier one 
indicates the ultimate strength and stiffness of pier two are measurably lower. Reference 
Appendix H for tabulated data associated with individual load test two. 
Individual load test #3 
Pier #3 was installed to a depth of 5.05 m. A tell-tale was installed prior to 
construction of the bottom bulb. No additional instrumentation was installed in the pier. 
Figures 38 and 39 display the settlement and stiffness characteristics of the pier. 
Figure 33 indicates the test was aborted at a stress of 637 kPa due to failure. The top of pier 
had settled 22 mm at this point while the tell-tale had settled 1.4 mm. The difference in 
settlement indicates pier bulging. 
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Figure 39. Stiffness of individual load test two with advancing stress 
Figure 39 indicates a stiffness ranging from 164 to 28 kPa/mm from 81 to 637 kPa. 
Comparison with pier one indicates the ultimate strength and stiffness of pier three are 
measurably lower. Please reference Appendix H for tabulated data associated with 
individual load test three. 
Group Load Testing Data 
Two group tests were performed. Each consisted of a group of four 0. 76 m diameter 
piers installed in a square pattern with 1.07 m spacing and a 0.46 m depth slab (reinforced) 
poured over them. Figures 40 and 41 show a plan and profile view of the installation. The 
stress cell and inclinometer instrumentation indicated in the schematics was included in the 
first group test only. Tell-tales were installed in two of the piers for each load test. 
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With the foundation and pier design complete, it was necessary to design a loading 
system capable of stressing the element to failure . Previous load testing has only been 
performed on individual piers, necessitating the design of a loading and reaction frame 
system. The hydraulic jack capacity required was estimated using preliminary figures on 
strength of the four-pier system. Four 100-ton capacity jacks were specified to load the 
foundation. Each jack was placed on the concrete foundation over the center underlying 
piers. The reaction frame was designed using the capacity of the jacks, and is based on the 
standard setup used in individual Geopier™ load tests. Anchoring was provided by helical 
anchors screwed to weathered shale. Figure 42 shows the constructed group load test 
apparatus. 
Group load test #1 
Figure 43 displays the settlement vs. stress applied to the raft. Figures 44 and 45 
display the load test results regarding settlement and stiffness characteristics. Because there 
are four sets of data, one for each pier, a representative set of data was compiled by 
averaging the settlements of all piers and tell-tales. Figures 44 and 45 are based on this 
average set of data. The stress displayed in each graph represents the stress each pier would 
react to if the pier were an individual one acted upon only by the jack above it. This 
convention, coupled with the averaging of the four piers, describes the group as an individual 
element and is for purposes of comparison with the individual load tests. As can be seen in 
Figure 44, the testing was aborted at a stress of 718 kPa. This point was determined to be 
failure as load could not be increased. 
The stiffness numbers indicated in Figure 45 are comparable to modulus of subgrade 
reaction, a figure quantifying the ratio of stress and displacement for a material. The 













































Figure 40. Group load test one profile view showing instrumentation locations 
2.29 x2.29 m Reinf. 
Concrete Slab 
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Figure 41. Group load test one plan view with instrumentation and pier numbers 
Figure 42. Group load test reaction frame, note individual setup in background 
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Figure 43. Settlement with stress applied to the raft foundation 
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Figure 45. Stiffness of group load test one with advancing stress 
stiffness (kPa/mm) in this case is calculated as the stress, according to the individual pier 
convention described above, divided by the total settlement at that point. 
The high initial stiffness at low stress is related to mobilization of shear strength 
associated with initial loading. Therefore, the stiffness throughout the loading stress range 
should be considered in comparisons. The stiffness for group test # 1 ranged from 107 to 34 
kPa/mm at a stress of 81 to 560 kPa, respectively. 
Inspection of Figure 44 reveals that both the top of piers and tell-tales settled about 60 
mm during the test. This does not indicate pier bulging. Again, the tell-tales were positioned 
at 1.9 m below top of footing as shown in Figure 40. 
This group test also implemented the use of 8 total stress cells. These were utilized to 
monitor stress distribution vertically through the pier, on top of the pier, and on top of the 
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matrix soil between piers. Figure 40 lists the location of each stress cell and shows a 
schematic of their location. Four stress cells were placed within piers, one on top of a pier, 
and three on the matrix soil just beneath the footing. Figure 46 shows the stress increase 
recorded by each stress cell as load was increased. It is known that a greater portion of the 
bearing load is transferred to the stiff elements of the rammed aggregate piers, rather than the 
softer matrix soil (Fox and Lawton, 1994). It should also be noted that this stress 
concentration ratio increases with time as consolidation proceeds (Fox and Lawton, 1994). 
The stress cells allow an instant, real-time measurement of this stress concentration ratio of 
pier to matrix soil. The data in Figure 46 show stress increases ranging from 69 to 400 kPa. 
Indeed, it can be seen that stress cells located within piers carried a greater amount of stress 
than those placed on the matrix soil. Stress cell 50662, located on top of pier 1, carried the 
greatest stress increase of 400 kPa. 
Figure 4 7 shows stress concentration ratio at each load increment. The ratio is 
calculated as the stress reading at the top of pier 1 ( cell 662) divided by the average matrix 
soil reading given by cells 657, 661 and 666. 
Inclinometer data was first recorded before and then after pier installation. 
Inclinometer data was then recorded at zero and then three subsequent loadings. Figure 48 is 
a graphical representation of the shape of the inclinometer casing profile during loading, 
showing lateral deflection. The direction of deflection is in the plane of a line drawn from 
the center of pier 1 to the center of the inclinometer casing. Reference Figure 40 for the 
location of the inclinometer casing and pier 1. Figure 48 shows deflection ofup to 5.3 mm at 
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Figure 48. Inclinometer profile for group load test one during loading (0.15 m) 
soil extends from 1.5 m to 6.0 m below grade. Note that the depth of each pier is 2.7 m 
below grade. Reference Appendix I for tabulated data concerning group load test one. 
Group load test #2 
Another group load test was performed with a setup similar to the previous group 
load test, excluding inclinometer and stress cell instrumentation. Also, the piers were 
installed to a depth of 5.13, 5.46, 5.03 and 5.08 m, double that of the previous test. The 
testing was located in the same southwest corner of the project site. The installation was 
placed 9 m away from the first group load test to avert any soil disturbance effects. 
Figures 49 and 50 display the load test results regarding settlement and stiffness 
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Figure 49. Settlement of group load test two with advancing stress 
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Figure 50. Stiffness of group load test two with advancing stress 
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convention. Testing was aborted at a stress of 958 kPa representing 200% of design 
capacity. This point was determined to be failure, defined as the point at which the system 
cannot support increased load, resulting in a condition of settlement with no increased 
resistance. The top of pier settled 69 mm at this point, while the tell-tale located at the 
bottom of pier settled 5.5 mm. It should be noted that the tell-tale acted independently of top 
of pier settlement in this load test, indicating pier bulging. 
Stiffness, as read from Figure 50, ranged from 178 to 14 kPa/mm from 158 to 958 
kPa. It can be noted that both the failure strength and the stiffness of group load test two are 
measurably higher than that of group load test one. Reference Appendix I for tabulated data 
on group load test two. 
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PERFORMANCE 
The determination of success from a design perspective rests upon the fulfillment of 
the original design criteria. Total settlement, differential settlement, and the remaining 
serviceability of the bridge were all considered as design criteria. To the extent that these 
goals are met, the design would be considered a success. Each of these criteria relies on the 
performance of the soft soil reinforcement. To measure success in this area, only the 
settlement log need be consulted. But how do we quantify the success of the rammed 
aggregate piers from a soil reinforcement perspective? 
The perform~ce of the soil reinforcement is quantified as improvement over the 
original conditions. In other words, what would have been the result of placing the 
embankment on unimproved soil? Estimations of total settlement and rate of settlement for 
the unimproved condition can be compared with the observed behavior of the embankment. 
The oedometer data gathered on the soft clay layer was used to approximate this unimproved 
condition. Data gathered from the stress cell instrumentation was also incorporated into 
these calculations to estimate actual stress increase in the clay layer. In addition, rate of 
settlement and total settlement were estimated for the reinforced condition. Data on 
performance of the embankment is presented in the instrumentation program described 
herein. 
Instrumentation Program Data 
A comprehensive set of geotechnical instrumentation was installed before 
construction of the embankment. Vibrating wire total stress cells, settlement cells and 
piezometers were included to measure changes within the embankment during and after 
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construction. An instrumentation console consisting of a data logging device, memory 
storage, battery and solar panel, was placed at the site to provide automatic logging of data 
on a scheduled basis. A plan view schematic of the instrumentation installation positions is 
shown in Figure 51. The instrumentation is intended to monitor the embankment for a period 
of 3 to 5 years. 
In addition to instrumentation, eleven pins were installed at equidistant intervals 
along the floor of the culvert. These pins were surveyed on a regular basis before and after 
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A test was performed using the four vibrating wire piezometers installed in a borehole 
before construction of the embankment. The piezometers were installed in the alluvial clay 
layer to measure pore pressure changes within the layer during and after construction. The 
piezometers are located at depths of 0.6 m, 2.1 m, 4.7 m, and 5.9 m below top of pier 
elevation. The borehole was located in the center of three piers drilled on a triangular grid 
pattern. Reference Figure 51 for the location of the borehole. After installation, the 
piezometers were given one week to stabilize before pier installations. The test was then 
performed while the three piers adjacent to the borehole were being drilled and rammed. 
The data-logger was programmed to register piezometer readings at four-second 
intervals during pier installation. A log was taken simultaneously documenting the activities 
being performed during specific time intervals. 
Long-term monitoring 
Equipment installed within the embanlanent included six total stress cells, four 
settlement cells, and four piezometers. The piezometers are the same as those used in the 
short-term monitoring test. The plan view locations of the instrumentation are shown in 
Figure 51. The stress cells were placed at top of pier elevation while the piezometers were 
placed as discussed in the short-term monitoring section. Two of the settlement cells were 
located on top of the culvert, while the other two were located on the southern span bridge 
pier. All of ~he instrumentation was installed and connected to the data logger one week 
prior to the start of fill operations. This allowed the instrumentation to equilibrate and reach 
a baseline reading. 
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Stress cells 
The stress cells were installed in groups of three. Two on piers with one located on 
matrix soil between them. The location of individual cells is labeled in Figure 51. Elevation 
of each cell is top of pier. The stress cells were located to measure stress increase under the 
largest part of the embankment and also to measure stress concentration ratios between the 
pier and matrix soil. Each measures 0.23 min diameter. 
Settlement cells 
The locations of the settlement cells are shown in Figure 51. The settlement cells on 
the culvert will be used for long-term monitoring of the center of the culvert without 
requiring survey techniques. Their location on either side of the culvert will also indicate if 
there is differential settlement laterally along the culvert. This condition could indicate 
rotation of the culvert. 
The other two settlement cells are located on a pier cap spanning the two piers of the 
southern bridge span. These cells are intended to monitor bridge settlement. The project 
included a design criterion stating that the bridge was not to settle concurrently with the 
embankment settlement. The stipulation of this criterion is based on the bridge being 
installed in 1927 using timber piles of unknown depth. It was not known whether the piles 
penetrated to the stiff glacial till layer. If not, it is possible that the settlement of the 
embankment could drag down the bridge piles. The settlement cells located on the piers are 
therefore intended to monitor this condition long-term. 
Piezometers 
The piezometers were located to measure pore pressure increase in the alluvial clay 
layer during embankment construction, and subsequent decrease during settlement resulting 
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from pore pressure dissipation. The locations are specified in the short-term monitoring 
section and also on Figure 51. 
Monitoring results 
Piezometers (short-term) 
Testing consisted of real time piezometer readings taken while the three piers 
surrounding the borehole were drilled and rammed. The data are presented in Figure 52. To 
accomplish the real time monitoring, the data-logging device was temporarily programmed to 
log readings at four-second intervals. The time and duration of installation activities were 
noted simultaneously as the test progressed. The superposition of pore pressure activity with 
installation activity is intended for data interpretation, and is shown on Figure 52. 
The data indicate relatively large pore pressure decreases associated with drilling of 
the piers. It was observed.during drilling that penetration of a sand layer below the clay layer 
was associated with rapid water infiltration into the drilled hole. This confirmed the presence 
of the sand layer indicated by the DOT boring logs, but not shown by the DMT or CPT. This 
occurrence correlated to the large decreases in pore pressure shown in Figure 52. 
Pore pressure increases of high frequency can be seen correlating to times of pier 
ramming. In fact, individual pore pressure spikes were associated with individual lifts being 
rammed for piers 122 and 143. It is instructive to note that larger spikes in pore pressure 
relative to each piezometer are associated with the ramming taking place near individual 
piezometers·. This is evidenced in the ramming of pier 122. Confirmation of pore pressure 
increases strengthens the contention that ramming causes remolding of soil fabric in the 
immediate vicinity of the pier (White et al., 2000 ). This is discussed further in the 
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conclusions section at the end of the report. 
Piezometers (long-term) 
Pressure readings before and after embankment construction are shown in Figure 53. 
It was intended for the piezometers to measure pore pressure increase associated with 
embankment fill and also reveal its dissipation. Figure 53 shows that no significant pore 
pressure increase resulted within the piezometer borehole during filling operations. It has 
been surmised that operations during pier installation disturbed the confinement of the 
piezometer borehole by opening it to the sand layer below. This is evidenced by the overlap 
of readings seen for the 4.7 and 5.9 m piezometers at the end of the dynamic pore 
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Figure 53. Piezometer readings before, during, and after embankment construction 
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pressure test and also subsequent readings shown in Figure 53. This would place the 
piezometers in a drainage path that would not register pore pressure increase. Regardless, the 
piezometers will remain a useful tool for analyzing variations in the height of the water table 
throughout monitoring. 
Stress cells 
Figure 54 shows the stress cell readings starting one-week prior and ending five-
weeks after embankment construction. Stress increases range from 60 to 110 kPa. Four of 
the stress cell readings range from 100 to 117 kPa. The readings agree fairly well with the 
theoretical vertical stress increase of 125 kPa calculated using the density of the embankment 
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Figure 54. Stress cell readings before and after embankment construction 
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Further inspection does not reveal the stress concentration on the piers as expected. 
This is likely explained by the conditions of installation. A 0.5 m aggregate working blanket 
was installed for machinery due to the soft and wet soil conditions. Additional aggregate was 
added as needed to maintain mobility of equipment, so that the blanket became thicker than 
0.5 min certain areas. Although the individual cells were placed in sand, the blanket resulted 
in the entire group being placed in the aggregate. This is in contrast to the expected situation 
of pier cells on aggregate and those in-between placed on matrix soil. Longer term 
monitoring will assess any change in stress states for the stress cells. 
Settlement cells 
The settlement cells were placed as previously described and shown in Figure 51. 
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considerable scatter, but does indicate trends revealing settlements commensurate with those 
found by manual surveying techniques. Cell 633 indicates that the culvert has settled around 
12.5 cm, near the 11.5 cm indicated by surveys. The trend for the cells placed on the piers 
indicates that the piers are not settling. This indicates that the bridge is acting independent of 
the embankment settlement. Long-term monitoring of the settlement cells will reveal the 




Data from the four one-dimensional consolidation tests was used to establish 
pertinent settlement variables. The square root of time compression curves were used to 
calculate a coefficient of consolidation, Cv, of 0.07 +/- 0.03 m2/day. This is assumed to 
represent the entire clay layer. Refer to the subsurface investigation section on oedometer 
testing for a calculation description and Table 1 for the tabulated data. A compression index, 
Cc, of 0.28 was calculated as the slope of thee-log p regression produced by the four one-
dimensional consolidation tests. Additionally, an empirical value for Cc of 0.26 was 
calculated for verification using a relationship proposed by Skempton (1944). The 
relationship is presented in equation 1 : 
Cc= 0.009 (LL-10) (1) 
where LL represents the liquid limit. Cc= 0.28 was therefore accepted as a reasonable value 
for the compression index. Refer to Figure 25 for a graphical representation of Cc. 
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A total settlement of 63 cm has been estimated for the culvert in the unreinforced 
condition using Terzaghi's consolidation theory and Boussinesq's theory on distribution of 
stress beneath a rectangular solid. An inverted wedge represents a vertical section of the 
actual embankment, however, this situation was approximated assuming a rectangular solid 
of equal volume. A stress increase of 125 kPa at the mid-height of the clay layer was 
calculated incorporating the influence factors associated with Boussinesq theory. This value 
was verified using the total stress cell measurements indicating an average stress increase of 
105 kPa after embankment construction. Local disturbance around the cells can account for 
this deviation from 125 kPa, however, the value is in good agreement with the theoretical 
stress increase. Figure 54 shows the stress cell readings. Details of this settlement estimate 
are provided in Appendix J. 
A period of 170 days was estimated for 90% consolidation of the clay layer in the 
unreinforced condition. The calculation was based on Terzaghi's consolidation equation and 
is show in Appendix J. Double drainage was considered using the sand indicated in the pre-
construction boring logs as the underlying drain and the absence of an overlying layer 
sufficient to prevent drainage. This resulted in a drainage distance equal to half the thickness 
of the clay layer or 3.75 m. 
Reinforced condition 
A period of 7 days was estimated for 90% consolidation of the clay layer in the 
reinforced condition. The difference results from a decrease in-maximum drainage distance 
from 3.75 m to 0.75 m. The 0.75 m represents half the distance between any two piers 
(center to center). In a cohesive soil reinforced with granular piles, pore water moves toward 
the pile in a curved path having both vertical and radial components of flow (Bergado et al., 
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1996). In this manner, double drainage is considered with the piers acting as the draining 
elements. Compared with the unreinforced condition at 170 days, 7 days represents just 4% 
of the time it would normally take for consolidation. In fact, previous studies have shown 
that granular piles can accelerate the consolidation process in the same manner as sand drains 
(Bergado et al., 1996). This is an inherent benefit of the rammed aggregate pier. The 
calculation for this settlement time is once again directly based on Terzaghi's consolidation 
theory, with details provided in Appendix J. 
Post-construction observation 
Settlement 
The rammed aggregate pier reinforcement was designed for a maximum 15 cm (6 in) 
of total settlement and 10 cm (4 in) of differentic,1.l settlement. Figure 56 (in feet) and Table 3 
(in mm) show the surveying log, indicating a maximum settlement of 11.5 cm (4.5 in) at pin 
number 5 and a maximum differential settlement of7.9 cm (3.lin) between pin numbers 5 
and 11. This indicates compliance with design criteria. From this settlement data, the 
settlement ratio is O .18 ( SR = ! J and the improvement factor is 5 .5 ( IF = S~), i.e., 
rammed aggregate piers reduced settlement by a factor 5.5 times that of the unreinforced 
foundation. 
Figure 57 shows the settlement of pin 5 with the advancement of fill height. This 
graph indicates that the culvert had settled 1 cm before backfilling began. It has been 
surmised that this was due to the considerable size of the culvert, seating upon the relatively 
disturbed surface of the rammed aggregate pier grid. Backfilling began on 11/27/01 and was 
completed by 12/6/01, a ten-day period. Figure 58 shows the settlement of the culvert at pin 
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5 with respect to time. This figure shows that primary consolidation began on 11/27 /01 and 
was 90% complete by 12/13/01. Thus 90% primary consolidation was complete within 16 
days from the start of filling, and within 7 days of embankment completion. The time of 7 
days for 90% consolidation, while seemingly aggressive, is in fact confirmed by actual 
behavior of the culvert. 
The final design criterion to be met is serviceability of the bridge. It was not 
originally known whether the piles supporting the existing bridge extended to the firm layer 
underlying the clay layer. Therefore settlement of the embankment could conceivably cause 
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Figure 56. Settlement of culvert survey pins showing primary consolidation as a result 
of embankment construction (pin 1 west to pin 11 east) 
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Figure 58. Settlement of pin 5 approximating settlement rate 
settlement cells were installed on the two piers of the south bridge span to monitor movement 
of the piers within the embankment. Figure 55 shows the settlement readings for the east and 
west piers. There is considerable scatter in the data, however, the trend clearly shows no 
settlement of the piers. In fact, there is a slight rise indicated at the end of the data that can 
be accounted for by settlement of the vibrating wire instrument panel. This causes a 
shortening of the vertical liquid column from the instrument panel to the settlement cell, 
resulting in an apparent rise of the settlement cell. The settlement cells will be used in long-
term monitoring to confirm no movement of the bridge. 
Differential Settlement 
Review of as-built documents 
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Although the project met the criterion for differential settlement, it has been proposed 
that the constructed length of piers may have had an adverse effect on the amount of 
differential settlement. The construction documents list four zones of pier installation 
assigned by pier depth. Varying the pier heights was intended to compensate for the non-
uniform fill height that is placed over the culvert, i.e., shorter piers where there is less 
overburden. Figure 51 denotes the pier zones and Table 4 lists pier depths associated with 
each zone. Review of the pier installation inspection documents reveals that piers in zones 
A, B, and C were drilled as specified in the original design documents. However, zone D 
piers were specified in the construction documents as 2.3 m, but were specified in the 
original engineering design documents as 0.9 m. A review of the original design 
specifications and predictions can be compared to the actual settlement at points within pier 
zone D. Then a prediction can be made by the same methods for the actual installed piers of 
2.3 m length. A determination is then made as to whether the increased length of piers in 
zone D had an adverse effect on differential settlement. 
The original design documents specified pier lengths and also gave estimated 
settlements for each pier zone. The settlement estimates are based on Geopier™ design 
methods using soil modulus, pier modulus, and the estimated increase in bearing pressure. 
Table 4 provides estimated settlements using the original designed pier lengths. This 
indicates zone D was originally designed to settle 10.6 cm ( 4.18 in). Zone A was originally 
designed to settle 12.7 cm (4.99 in). This represents a total designed differential settlement 
of only 2.1 cm (0.83 in). Inspection of Table 3 indicates 4.3 cm (1.70 in) and 3.7 cm (1.45 
in) of settlement for zone D survey pins 1 and 11, respectively, an average of 4 cm 
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(1.57 in). Table 3 also indicates that zone A settled 11.6 cm ( 4.57 in), 9.1 cm (3.58 in), and 
10.1 cm (3.98 in) for survey pins 5, 6, and 7, respectively, an average of 10.26 cm (4.04 in). 
This results in an actual average differential settlement of 6.26 cm (2.46 in), well above the 
intended 2.1 cm (0.83 in). Although the settlement of zone A was about 2.54 cm (1.0 in) less 
than estimated, representing a 20% error, zone D was 6.6 cm (2.60 in) less than estimated, a 
62% error. This indicates that the zone D settlement accounted for roughly three times more 
of the final differential settlement relative to zone A. 
The settlement for the constructed pier length was then calculated using the same 
method devised by Geopier™. This predicted a settlement of 8.86 cm (3.49 in) for zone D 
using the constructed pier length of 2.3 m. This is a reduction in predicted settlement for 
zone D of 1.75 cm (0.69 in), changing the predicted total settlement to 8.85 cm (3.48 in). 
This would have increased the predicted differential settlement to 3.85 cm (1.52 in), but 
accounts for little of the total settlement error in zone D of 6.6 cm (2.60 in) resulting in a 
46% total settlement error. 
The data supports the fact that zone D was responsible for a disproportionate amount 
of the differential settlement. However, Geopier™ design calculations did not predict the 
settlement of either pier length accurately, indicating a larger settlement amount for each than 
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was actually observed. To summarize, the constructed pier length did have a small effect on 
the amount of differential settlement observed, but was not as significant to differential 
settlement error as the calculations. A failure to predict the actual settlement in zone D is the 
largest cause of differential settlement error in this case. 
Further investigation of zones B and C indicates significant error in estimated total 
settlement as well. Approximately 8 cm (3.15 in) was realized while roughly 12.8 cm (5.03 
in) was predicted. This is an error of 37.5%. This progression of increasing error from zone 
A at 20% to zone D at 62% indicates a more general failure to accurately predict settlement. 
The piers in zones A, B, and C were constructed as designed, so pier length is no longer a 
reasonable cause. The conservative design calculations are a possible culprit, being 
conservative in a consistent fashion. Assuming the figures for modulus of pier and soil are 
correct, the only other variable remaining. in the design calculations is bearing pressure. 
Figure 54 indicates a stress increase in zone A of 105 kPa. Table 4 indicates that a maximum 
bearing pressure of 163 kPa was assumed in zone A. This reduced linearly (by zone) to the 
minimum of 41 kPa in zone D. It was deduced that an overestimation in bearing pressure, 
indicated by the total stress cell, could be the cause of the increasing error in settlement 
estimation from zone A to zone D. This led to an estimation of settlements using decreased 
bearing pressures, but allowing them to decrease linearly at the same rate originally 
specified. The results are listed in Table 5. 
The results listed in Table 5 support the theory that overestimated bearing pressures 
caused most of the predicted settlement error. This is confirmed by the accurate estimation 
of not only total settlement ( error remained between 7 and 20% ), but also differential 
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Table 5. Settlement calculations with adjusted bearing pressures and pier length 
Design 
Section 





settlement. The decrease in bearing pressure increased the predicted differential settlement 
to 6.93 cm (2. 73 in) in comparison to the actual differential settlement of 6.25 cm (2.46 in). 
The increased accuracy in the prediction of total settlement and differential settlement make 
overestimated bearing pressure a likely scenario in the underestimation of differential 
settlement. It is possible that the lower actual bearing pressure on the culvert is a result of 
arching within the embankment. Further investigation would be required to confirm this. 
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DATA ANALYSIS 
Data from each of the load tests will be used to analyze strength, stiffness, and stress 
distribution characteristics for piers. In addition, inclinometer readings will be used to 
approximate failure conditions and also describe bulging of the piers during installation and 
loading. The group load tests afford the first opportunity to analyze a group of rammed 
aggregate piers loaded under a rigid footing. These tests also present the opportunity to 
compare the behavior of individual piers to groups of piers. Methods covered in the 
literature review will be used for data interpretation. Although the rammed aggregate pier is 
not designed in the same manner as a stone column, the intent here is to demonstrate the 
value of the concepts discussed in the literature review in characterizing rammed aggregate 
piers. 
Individual Load Test Analysis 
Bearing capacity 
All three of the individual load test piers were installed with a 0.76 m diameter. 
Hughes and Withers (1974) was used to calculate a theoretical ultimate bearing capacity of 
the piers. Using ~s=47° (a typical value for a rammed aggregate pier), su=lO kPa, and crr0=8 
kPa, this results in a vertical capacity in the pier of 309 kPa (15.75 tons). Failure in the pier 
load tests was defined as the point that the pier could not resist increased load. This 
corresponded to a load of 878 kPa (45 tons), 560 kPa (28.7 tons), and 637 kPa (32 tons) for 
piers 1, 2 and 3, respectively. It should be noted that Pier No. 1 contained a significant 
amount of sand and four stress cells that could have altered behavior under load. The 
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strengths are two and three times the predicted capacity. To resolve this, consideration needs 
to be taken of the soil profile. 
The profile indicated by the CPT and DMT reveals stiff clay comprising the upper 1 
m. Reference the subsurface investigation section for CPT and DMT profiles. This causes 
an increase in shear capacity and passive resistance in the upper 1 m. The effect is two-fold; 
first, the pier dissipates more vertical load through shear resistance in the upper 1 m resulting 
in a decrease in vertical load realized below 1 m where the soft alluvial clay resides. Second, 
bulging is not likely to occur in the upper 1 m due to the large increase in passive resistance, 
resulting in the appropriate stress increase required for bulging at a depth of at least 1 m. In 
fact, Figure 34 shows that bulging began to occur at 1 m depth in pier 1 as predicted. 
However, the first 0.46 mis a concrete cap where no shear resistance is developed, so the 
increase in resistance is actually only realized from 0.46 m to 0.92 m depth. This may 
account for some increase in bearing capacity, but likely not the two to three times shown by 
load testing. Bergado and Lam {1987) and Bergado et al. (1989) conducted 21 full scale load 
tests on compacted granular piles that each fell within 30% of the predicted ultimate capacity 
given by Hughes and Withers (1974). Bergado and Lam (1987) includes a stiff upper 2 m 
similar to the conditions at this site. This indicates that the rammed aggregate Pier No. 1 
possesses significantly increased ultimate capacity. 
The load-settlement curves in Figures 29 and 38 indicate bulging failures in piers 1 
and 3 as the tell-tale located at the bottom of the pier moved insignificantly in relation to top 
of pier settlement. Bulging failure is also indicated by Figure 34, which shows the 
inclinometer profile of pier 1. This indicates that piers 1 and 3 exceeded their critical length 
in accordance with the concepts discussed in the literature review. The critical length is then 
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around 2.74 m, the installed depth of Pier No. 2. Calculations using Hughes and Withers 
(1974) and Madhav and Vitkar (1978) predict a critical length of 5.39 and 7.73 m, 
respectively. This shows that the rammed aggregate pier is able to develop the shear 
resistance required to initiate bulging in two times less depth than required for the granular 
pile. 
Although the ultimate bearing capacity of the individual piles varied, their load-
settlement curves each reveal elastic settlement to a maximum of 397 kPa (20 tons), i.e., 
linearly increasing settlement with load to that point. This suggests that the shear capacity of 
the critical depth, the elastic settlement region, is in fact the same for each pier. The 
difference in capacity is then dictated by the passive resistance of the soil to bulging. It is 
instructive to note that the increased installation depth of Pier No. 3 at 5.05 m did not result 
in an increase in ultimate capacity as compared with piers 1 and 2. This is in agreement with 
the assumption that the ultimate capacity of a granular pile is determined by critical length 
and passive resistance, not length ( assuming the critical length is exceeded). 
The data suggest that the rammed aggregate piers behave in the same manner as the 
granular pile, but possess strength two to three times higher than can be predicted by 
empirical correlation or previous granular pile load testing. The design methodologies 
employed in the design of rammed aggregate piers are a result of significant research 
specifically tooled to better characterize their unique differences in pier-soil interaction. 
Settlement 
Several methods for settlement prediction of an individual pile were discussed in the 
literature review. Data gained in the Pier No. 1 load test coupled with pressuremeter data 
afforded the unique opportunity to re-evaluate the method proposed by Hughes et al. (1975). 
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Stress cell instrumentation within Pier No. 1 allows the plot of actual vertical stress 
distribution within the pier. This constitutes a significant advantage over the data contained 
in their paper as a result of not using an idealization of shear stress distribution. Another 
option used in their paper that did not compensate for shear resistance decreasing vertical 
load should not be considered, as this is clearly not the case. Figure 59 displays the vertical 
stress distribution within pier 1 as load increases. Note that vertical stress does not decrease 
in the first 0.46 m as a result of the concrete cap. The stress cell at 1.3 m was not included in 
the regression due to malfunction. Figure 60 shows the pressuremeter curve interpolated 
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Figure 60. PMT curve approximation at 1.0 m depth with radial strain % 
from the limit pressures of all the tests performed and the in-situ lateral stress present at 1 m 
depth. The knowledge of bulge location given by the inclinometer data of pier load test 1 
also offers an advantage. Knowing that radial strain does not occur until this point is taken 
into account when dividing the pier into layers and summing settlements. 
Knowledge of the vertical stress distribution allows the direct calculation of the 
horizontal stress distribution using the passive coefficient of the pier. This distribution was 
then used directly with the pressuremeter curve to estimate radial strain of each layer with 
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Figure 61. Settlement prediction for an individual pile using Hughes and Withers 
(1975) 
increasing load. Figure 61 shows the settlement prediction results superimposed with the 
load-settlement curves from Piers 1, 2 and 3. Reference Appendix K for data tabulated on 
the settlement prediction. It is seen that the predicted settlement curve falls within the ranges 
of the pier load tests, nearly representing an average of the three curves. It is logical that the 
pier 2 settlement curve fell below the predicted curve as it had a punching type failure, i.e., 
pier 2 did not mobilize enough shear resistance for a bulging failure which would have 
resulted in increased strength. 
Perhaps most instructive is an _additional note that supports the theoretical basis of 
this method. Inspection of the vertical stress distribution reveals that the ultimate vertical 
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capacity of 309 kPa is reached at a depth of 1 m just after the 560 kPa load increment. 
Evaluation of the corresponding load-settlement curve for pier 1 indicates that non-linear 
settlement is instigated just after the 560 kPa load. This supports both the assertion of 
bulging failure occurring at a prescribed vertical stress and reinforces the observation that 
bulging does not begin until a depth of 1 m. 
Inspection of Figure 59 indicates that vertical stress increases at the bottom of the pier 
even as bulging failure progresses above it. This situation conflicts with plastic theory, 
which would suggest that resistance cannot increase in the pier as plastic failure (bulging) 
progresses. A list of theoretical reasons for the continued vertical stress increase below the 
bulging failure are: 
1. The internal friction angle of the soil increases as shearing failure progresses due 
to dilation, thus increasing the resistance to bulging. 
2. An increase in the confinement of the pier, caused by stress dissipation into the 
soil through soil-pier friction, results in an increased vertical stress within lower 
portions of the pier. 
3. Bulging is not truly plastic, rather an elasto-plastic behavior. 
The method offered by Hughes and Withers (1975) is surprisingly accurate. Some 
research has proven it the most accurate method available within several papers including 
Bergado et. al (1978), Bergado and Lam (1987) and Bergado et al. (1989). The key 
advantages to the method are the direct use of the radial stress-strain properties of the soil as 
measured by the pressuremeter, ability to account for the presence of a stiff upper layer and 
increased strength of the pier due to a higher internal friction angle. 
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Group Pile Load Test Analysis 
Bearing capacity 
The load tests performed on groups of four piers capped by a reinforced concrete raft 
constitute the first full-scale load tests on a group of four rammed aggregate piers. Individual 
load tests are often performed, and sometimes specified, on individual piers as a component 
in the project installation. The two group tests present the opportunity to collect data in a 
manner that is more representative of the field implementation. Although rammed aggregate 
pier grids are often designed with a method dependent upon area replacement ratio, the 
ultimate bearing capacity of smaller groups of piers can become important when used to 
support concentrated loads beneath mid-rise structures. The primary objective is thus to 
compare and contrast the data gained in the group load tests with that of the individuals. 
The soil conditions are the same as the individual load tests, 1 m of stiff clay 
underlain by the soft alluvial clay. Barksdale and Bachus (1983) then suggest that the 
bearing capacity of the group is based on the capacity of a single pile within a group, 
multiplied by the number of piles. This is similar to the better known efficiency coefficient 
that is applied to the bearing capacity of driven piles located in a group. Under this 
assumption, the capacity of a pile in a group is less than that of an isolated pile. The data for 
an isolated pile within a group is not available, leaving the capacity of the individual tests to 
be used. This should be a rather liberal estimate and results in predicted bearing capacities of 
180 tons, 115 tons and 128 tons. Group test one resulted in an ultimate capacity, load at 
which resistance cannot be increased, of 147.3 tons and group test two resulted in 196 tons. 
Inspection of the failure modes is helpful in evaluating these capacities. 
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The load-settlement curve for group load test one, Figure 44, indicates clearly that the 
tell-tale located at the bottom of the pier moved in unison with top of pier settlement. This 
indicates a punching type failure, precluding any bulging resistance. The inclinometer casing 
indicates lateral displacement at 1.5 m, Figure 48, extending to a depth of 5.75 m. This 
bulging peaked at a depth of 3 .5 m, below the bottom of the pier. This indicates that soil is 
being pushed down and out as a result of the pile type "punching" failure. The stress transfer 
to the soil is what causes the down and out movement of the soil. Based upon the theory 
discussed in the literature review, it can be concluded that the pier installation depths at 
roughly 2. 79 m did not exceed the critical depth in this case. This implies that the capacity of 
group test one is dependent upon the pile-soil shear resistance, rather than bulging. It is 
likely that the additional confinement of the matrix soil provided by the concrete raft, and the 
adjacent piers, resulted in an increased tendency to inhibit bulging. This is supported by data 
in Bergado et al. (1989) where increased loading plate size resulted in increased confinement 
of the pile. This would therefore effectively increase the critical depth of the pier, without 
changing the diameter of the pier itself, by increasing the shear resistance of the pile. 
It can be seen that the capacity of group test one is well above that predicted by the 
capacity of either Pier No. 1 or 2. Pier No. 2 should be a more appropriate estimate as it 
failed in the same mode, punching. This suggests that a reduced capacity for a rammed 
aggregate pier within a group is not appropriate. The group efficiency in relation to pier two 
would be 1.28, relative to ultimate capacity. The data indicate, for groups of piers installed 
less than critical depth, that an acceptable approximation of bearing capacity is a 
multiplication of the number of piers and the capacity of an individual load test. The 
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individual load test is one installed near the critical depth as indicated by this comparison. 
The application is limited to soft cohesive soils. 
Group load test two was installed with an average of 5.10 m piers. The load-
settlement curve indicates pier bulging as the tell-tale settled independently of top of pier 
settlement. The piers in this test therefore exceeded their critical length. The test resulted in 
an ultimate capacity of 196 tons. This exceeds the predicted capacity, utilizing the previous 
convention, by 9%, 71 %, and 53% according to piers 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The data 
suggest that when a group failure mode is defined by bulging, the capacity is to a significant 
degree higher than that predicted by single pier capacity. The group efficiency factor in 
comparison to pier one and two is 1.09 and 1.53, respectively, relative to ultimate capacity. 
It is apparent that many more data are required to pose a reasonable increase. 
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Figure 62. Load carried by pier and soil proportioned using stress concentration from 
stress cells 
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the relation between installed depth of pier and critical length. Each group test had an elastic 
response up to 4 79 kPa although their lengths varied from 2. 79 m to 5 m. 
Knowledge of the stress on the pier and soil afforded the calculation of stress 
concentration during group test one. Stress concentration increased with load, and reached a 
maximum of 4.3 at the ultimate capacity of the group. The portion of total load, according to 
stress concentration, carried by the soil and piers is plotted against load step in Figure 62. It 
has been posed that the stress concentration should increase with time as consolidation of the 
soil proceeds. The ratio of 4.3 is at the upper end of the 2 to 5 range suggested by Barksdale 
and Bachus (1983) for stone columns. 
Reinforcement Performance Analysis 
Settlement rate 
Calculations in the performance section predicted a period of 7 days to attain 90% 
consolidation in the soft clay layer. The calculation was based on the Terzaghi one-
dimensional consolidation equation considering only radial consolidation. The calculation 
was also based on only the vertical coefficient of consolidation found using oedometer 
testing. The actual time required for 90% consolidation was found to be somewhere between 
7 and 14 days. Recent research has attempted to analyze settlement calculations in granular 
pile situations using both vertical and radial components of consolidation. Han and Ye 
(2001) have posed a simplified method that attempts to better characterize the consolidation 
acceleration resulting from the installation of a granular pile grid. Their method was 
discussed in the li~erature review, and was implemented to make a comparison with the 
actual consolidation rate. 
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Analysis by Han and Ye (2001) requires knowledge of both vertical and horizontal 
coefficients of consolidation. CPT pore pressure dissipation data was used to estimate the 
horizontal coefficient of consolidation, ch. A dissipation was performed at both CPT2 and 
CPT3. Figure 63 displays the plot required to calculate ch. From the plot ch was determined 
to be l .2x 1 o-2cm2 /s. A stress concentration ratio between pier and soil is required to 
calculate the modified coefficients of consolidation. Stress cell information from group test 
one, Figure 47, was used to estimate a stress concentration of 3.25 in the stress range of 125 
kPa corresponding to the overburden of the embankment. This resulted in modified 
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Figure 63. Pore pressure dissipation data at CPT2, used to calculate c'r 
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Initial calculations resulted in a period of 1 day for 90% consolidation. It was then 
decided that c'r may have been estimated too high using the CPT data. The value for c'v from 
the oedometer was substituted for the horizontal coefficient. This resulted in a period of 2.2 
days for 90% consolidation. With the calculations remaining low, Lambe and Whitman 
(1969) was consulted for typical values of Cv. 3.67x10-3m2/s was listed as a typical value for 
a soil with a liquid limit of 40. Re-iterating this results in a period of 5.5 days for 90% 
consolidation using the coefficient from Lambe and Whitman (1969). The value was then 
substituted in the conventional Terzaghi 1-d equation resulting in an estimated 15 days. 
Although the consolidation periods using the simplified method seem low, 
overestimation of the permeability of the clay greatly affects the results. It is likely that the 
CPT dissipation data overestimated the horizontal coefficient of consolidation. Use of the 
CPT coefficient resulted in unreasonably low consolidation times. Consideration should also 
be taken of the discontinuous placement ofbackfill. The calculations are based on the 
assumption that the overburden is placed in one operation. Actual backfilling took place 
over a period of 9 days. It is likely that placement of the backfill in one operation would 
result in an actual period of consolidation that is shorter than the 7 to 14 days realized from 
the actual data. The short duration returned by any of these methods should also be treated as · 
they are intended, an estimate. Precision of just a few days in this short of a consolidation 
period is not reasonable to expect. 
The results indicate that the simplified method from Han and Ye (2001) returned a 
consolidation period 2 to 3 times faste;r then the conventional Terzaghi 1-d method. This is 
in agreement with example results in Han and Ye (2001) that calculated consolidation 
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periods 2.3 times faster than classical solutions. The staged placement of backfill and short 
period of consolidation in this project do not allow a comparison of any actual increased 
accuracy given by the new simplified method relative to the classical Terzaghi solution. 
Total settlement 
It is desirable to compare the settlement reduction ratio of the actual project to that of 
the predictions provided by Figure 8 in the literature review. The project ended with 12 cm 
of settlement compared to the 63 cm predicted for a settlement reduction ratio of roughly 
0.19. The area replacement ratio for the project, as, was calculated at roughly 0.25. The plot 
of these two values results in a settlement reduction ratio that is two to three times smaller 
than the predictions offered by any other method using the same area replacement ratio. 
It is believed that both increased :friction angle of the pier and increased stiffness 
result in the lowered settlement reduction ratio. It is known that friction angles of rammed 
aggregate piers are usually 45 to 50° (Lawton and Fox, 1994). A typical value could then 
assumed to be 4 7°. This is about 7 to 12 ° higher than that offered by typical stone columns 
(Barksdale and Bachus, 1983). The effect of increased stiffness of the pier is an increase in 
the modular ratio. To estimate this modular ratio it is necessary to know the modulus of the 
pier and also the matrix soil. 
Load settlement curves for the individual load tests were used to calculate an average 
modulus of l.05x105 kPa with a standard deviation of 4800 kPa for the piers using the slope 
of the initial portion of the curve and strain in relation to total pier length. The modulus of 
the soil is a more elusive quantity and was estimated using several methods to gain 
confidence in assigning a quantity. The methods used and associated values are listed in 
Table 6. The triaxial value was estimated from the consolidated drained stress-strain curves 
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shown in Figure 20. The results have an average modulus value of 2500 kPa with a standard 
deviation of 800 kPa. The modulus values result in a pier to soil modular ratio of 42. This is 
above the upper value of 40 recommended for stone columns (Barksdale and Bachus, 1983). 
The data suggest that the increased friction angle and modular ratio of the rammed aggregate 
pier result in a settlement ratio two to three times smaller than those predicted by stone 
column correlations. 
The data indicating smaller settlement ratios for rammed aggregate piers are 
supported by experimental values and several case histories. These are listed in Table 7. 














SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
··· ·· -The following conclusionshave been made based on the information gathered 
throughout the course of this investigation. 
1. The installed culvert settled 12 cm relative to the predicted unreinforced settlement of 
63 cm resulting in a settlement ratio, SR, of 0.19. This results in an improvement 
factor, IF, of 5.3, meaning the rammed aggregate piers reduced settlement by 5.3 
times over the unreinforced condition. Additionally, the settlement ratio is two to 
three times lower than stone column correlations using an area replacement ratio of 
0.25. 
2. The project met the criteria of 15 .2 cm of total settlement and 11.4 cm of differential 
settlement. 
3. The increase in construction length, as opposed to original design length, of the piers 
in Zone "D" likely resulted in an additional 1.75 cm of differential settlement. 
Although this contributed to the error in predicting differential settlement, it is 
probable that an overestimated bearing pressure in the clay layer resulted in the most 
error in differential settlement prediction. 
4. Comparison of rammed aggregate pier load test data with empirical correlations and 
load test data for stone columns indicates that individual rammed aggregate piers are 
two to three times stiffer with an identical diameter and similar soil conditions. 
5. Critical lengths for 0.762 m diameter individual rammed aggregate piers have been 
estimated at 2. 7 4 m using data from individual load testing and site soil conditions. 
This length is two to three times smaller than estimates provided by stone column 
correlations indicating that rammed aggregate piers develop pile-soil shear resistance 
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capacity two to three times faster than stone columns. This would suggest that 
rammed aggregate piers can attain capacities of stone columns which are two to three 
times longer. 
6. Calculation of the settlement of an individual pier using Hughes and Withers (1975) 
results in a load-settlement curve close to those observed in load testing. Knowledge 
of the vertical stress distribution in the pier is a significant advantage when applying 
this method. 
7. The vertical stress distribution within individual pier one indicates that the ultimate 
vertical stress predicted by Hughes and Withers (1974) accurately locates the point at 
which bulging failure occurs. This suggests that the relationship is in fact quite 
accurate in estimating the conditions required for bulging failure. 
8. The presence of a stiff layer above the soft layer to be reinforced results in 
significantly increased capacity of the rammed aggregate pier. The capacity increase 
is due to the dissipation of vertical stress through pile-soil shear resistance in the stiff 
upper layer, and also the increased passive resistance of the stiff layer that does not 
allow bulging at the surface. 
9. Group load tests of rammed aggregate piers indicate that the ultimate capacity of 
groups of four piers loaded beneath a rigid foundation is greater than the sum of 
individual capacities. Punching failure results in a group efficiency of slightly greater 
than one, while bulging failure results in an efficiency significantly greater than one. 
10. Critical lengths of piers installed below raft foundations increase due to confinement 
of the pier by matrix soil. Punching failure for groups is more likely at pier lengths 
close to the critical length for an individual pier. 
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11. Stress concentrations on the rammed aggregate piers during group load test one were 
measured at 4.3 relative to the matrix soil. It is likely that this concentration would 
increase as consolidation of the underlying matrix soil proceeds, resulting in a stress 
concentration factor above 5 for rammed aggregate piers. 
12. Settlement rate within the clay layer increased by a factor of 17 over the unreinforced 
condition, resulting in a 90% consolidation period of between 7 and 14 days. 
13. Settlement rates calculated from Han and Ye (2001) returned a consolidation period 
two to three times faster than the conventional Terzaghi one-dimensional method. 
This agrees with calculations made in Han and Ye (2001). The staged placement of 
backfill and short period of consolidation in this project do not allow a comparison of 
any increased accuracy given by the new simplified method. 
14. Pore pressure increases adjacent to pier ramming were confirmed using real-time 
logging. This strengthens the contention that pier ramming can cause remolding of 
the soil fabric resulting in increased localized strength. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
1. Perform more individual rammed aggregate pier load tests with stress cell 
instrumentation. Better characterization of the stress distribution in a pier is an 
important factor in predicting and understanding settlement behavior. 
2. Perform more group load tests designed for bulging failure. Better knowledge of the 
capacity of rammed aggregate pier rafts could result in significant design efficiencies. 
3. Perform more group load tests with inclinometer instrumentation. Knowledge of the 
bulging profile will aid in better characterizing failure mechanisms. 
4. Study another rammed aggregate pier case history involving different lengths of piers 
to control differential settlement. Install stress cells throughout the project with the 
intent of measuring the stress distribution beneath different overburdens. This 
information would be invaluable to a better understanding of varying pier length in 
design. 
5. Install a piezometer borehole in a rammed aggregate pier grid to measure pore 
pressure variation during loading and consolidation. This information could be used 








Services Inc. November 17, 2000 
Iowa State University 
3 94 Town Engineering 
Ames, Iowa 50011 
Attn: Mr. David White 
I 
RE: ELECTRONIC PIEZOCONE SOUNDINGS FOR THE IOWA HWY. 191 BOX 
CUL VERT, NEOLA, IOWA, GSI JOB #006051 
Dear Mr. White: o~,,/l. 
This letter presents cone penetration and pore pressure dissipation test data of I).e?ember 26, 
2000 made with the cone penetration equipment for the above referenced project. The work 
was-authorized by Iowa Department of Transportation. 
PENETRATION TEST DATA 
The piezocone penetration test (CPTU) data were obtained using a Hogentogler Type 2, IO-
ton electronic subtraction cone. The cone has a tip angle of 60 degrees, a tip area of IO cni2, 
a net area ratio correction factor of 0.8, and a friction sleeve area of 150 cm2• The cone was 
pushed hydraulically by a 20-ton cone truck at a rate of about I-inch per second. Data was 
collected at 5-cm intervals and is reported as an average over a 25-cm depth interval. The 
CPTU was made in substantial compliance with ASTM D 3441. The cone data were 
processed using procedures developed by Hogentogler & Co., and modified by GSI. 
The CPTU data are presented in both tabular and graphical form on the enclosed tables and 
figures. The figures include the peizocone data collected and graphic logs containing our 
evaluation of the geologic materials from the piezocone data. The tabular data list the soil 
behavior type (soil classification) based on the Simplified Soil Classification Chart for 
Standard Electronic Friction Cone by Robertson and Campanella (1986) and Roberston, et al 
(1986). Although this interpretation provides a general indication of soil type based on tip 
resistance and friction ratio, the actual soil types may differ from those inferred. The 
relative density is determined using the correlation proposed by Jamiolkowski. The drained 
friction angle was determined using the correlation proposed by Kulhawy and Mayne 
(1990). The abbreviations used for the CPTU data are as follows: 
qc Tip Resistance, Uncorrected 
qT Tip Resistance, Corrected O''vo 
Is Sleeve Friction Bq 
Rr Friction Ratio F 
fslcr'vo Normalized Sleeve Friction L: 
Q Normalized Net Tip Resistance <I> 
µ Penetration Pore Water Pressure Dr 
O'vo Total Overburden Stress 
GEOTECHNICAL. MATERIALS ENGINEERING & ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS 
7050 SOUTH 11 0"' STREET 
OMAHA. NEBRASKA 68128-5716 
(402) 339~104 • FAX (402) 339-6297 
OFFICES LOCATED THROUGHOUT IO'NA, KANSAS. MISSOURI & NEBRASKA 
Hydrostatic Pore Water Pressure 
Effective Overburden Stress 
Pore Pressure Ratio 
Normalized Friction Ratio 
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The 3 piezocone penetration soundings were made at the locations shown on the attached 
site plan. The piezocone penetration soundings were located in the field by Iowa State 
University. The elevations shown were provided by Iowa State University. 
DISSIPATION TEST DATA 
The piezocone soundings were interrupted during the pushing process at depths of 4.65m, 
8.15m, and 11.4m at CPTU-2 and 6.3m at CPTU-3 to record dissipation of the excess 
penetration pore pressure generated during the sounding. The depths and locations of the 
dissipation tests were determined in the field by Iowa State University personnel on site. 
The dissipation data was collected at 5 second intervals and is presented in graphical form. 
Horizontal drainage estimations were calculated for the dissipation tests at 11 .4m from 
CPTU-2 and 6.3m from CPTU-3. The sounding data indicated overconsolidation of the clay 
at the dissipation depths. The results of the dissipation tests are considered representative for 
an overconsolidated material. The horizontal drainage calculations were corrected for 
nonnally consolidated conditions by dividing by a factor of 7.5. The data was processed 
using procedures developed by Conetec and modified by GSI. 
INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
The piezocone soundings were made to obtain subsurface information concerning the 
thickness of the natural alluvial fonnation and to identify the depth to a dense formation 
believed by Iowa State University and the Iowa DOT to be the shale bedrock. This 
infonnation will be used to aid in the ~esign of a box culvert to replace the existing bridge. 
Results of the cone penetration data from CPTU points 1-2, located east and west of the 
south abutment of the existing bridge, indicate natural alluvial clay and glacial till 
formations overlaying a dense formation believed to be shale bedrock at Elevation 312. 7m 
and 312.4m respectively. CPTU-3 was located east side of the north abutment, and had a 
geological profile consisting of alluvial clay. The sounding was aborted due to rod refusal at 
Elevation 312.6. There was not enough data to determine if the dense layer encountered was 
the glacial till or shale bedrock. Based on information received from Iowa State University 
and Iowa DOT, CPTU points 1-3 appear to be underlain by fill extending to depths of 1 to 5 
meters. 
We look forward to working with you on other projects to apply this exploration technology. 
If you have any questions regarding this information or need further information, please 
contact our office. 
Respectfully, 
GEOTECHNICAL SERVICES, INC. 
Senior Engineering Technician 
Enclosures 
cc: Iowa DOT Ames, Iowa 
Attn: Andrew G. Barnes 
Steven R. Saye, P .E. 
Senior Engineer 
GS! Des Moines, Iowa 
Attn: Mike Lustig 
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PKOJECT DOT Hiahwoy 191 Box CulvttPROJECT LOCATION Ncolo, Iowa Depth Unit Weight Depth Unit Weight 
CPT DESIGNATION CPTU-1 PROJECT NUMBER 0060Sl (m) !kNlm'! (m) (m) Water table depth used for O 'vo calculation 
ELEVATION 317.71 DATE 10/1612000 0 18.2 2.l meters 
STATION SUPERVISOR J. Santos Wattr ublc Dt1um mc&sw-ed value 
OFFSET PUSIIEDBY GSI WattrDcplhATD l.3 
CONE USED DRILLING Delayed Wattr 701 EQUIPMENT Cone Truck Lcvtl nocmusurcd 
CON!,SIZ(; IOTon Nl!T AREA RATIO 0.8 Time or Delay No reading taken Soundint? terminated nt elnnncd deeth 
006051 CPTU-1 IDOT Highway 191 Box Culvert 
Neola, Iowa 
DEPTH qT Is Rr //cr' vo Q µ 0 vo µo O 'vo Dq F le <I> D, 
(m) (kPa) (kPa) (%) (kPa) (kPa) (kPa) (kPa) (%) (Degrees) (%) 
0.15 647 22 .5 3.92 10.30 274.3 -15.3 2.73 0.0 2.73 .Q.02 3.49 2.08 35. I 40.1 
0.40 2138 36.8 1.71 5.07 297.6 2.9 7.28 0.0 7.28 0.00 1.73 1.77 )8.5 60.3 
0.65 1467 24.5 1.68 2.13 126.5 2.5 11 .83 0.0 11 .83 0 .00 1.69 2.00 35.5 42 .6 
0.90 762 11.7 1.53 0.72 46.3 . 0 .7 16.38 0.0 16.38 0.00 1.51 2.30 31.6 19.2 
1.15 754 31.5 4.23 I.SO 35.3 -1.7 20.93 0.0 20.93 0.00 4.30 2.67 31.0 15.3 
1.40 440 23 .1 5.39 0.91 16.2 -36.0 25.48 0.0 25.48 -0.09 5.57 2.99 27 .9 -2 .9 
1.65 522 20.3 3.87 0.68 16.5 -9.4 30.03 0.0 30.03 -0.02 4.13 2.91 28.4 -0.4 
1.90 398 16.6 4.19 0.48 I0.5 -3.2 34.58 0.0 34.58 -0.01 4.56 3.09 26.7 -10.2 
2.15 370 20.0 5.45 0.51 8.5 -1.9 39.13 0.0 39. 13 -0.01 6.05 3.24 26.1 -14 .0 0 
2.40 385 18.4 4.84 0.43 8.0 -3.3 43.68 1.0 42.70 -0.01 5.38 3.22 26. I -14.1 °' 
2.65 387 17.9 4.65 0.40 7.6 I.I 48.23 3.4 44.80 -0.01 5.28 3.24 26.0 -14.7 
2.90 397 16.4 4.22 0.35 7.3 1.9 52 .78 5.9 46 .90 -0.01 4.76 3.22 26.0 -14.6 
3.15 423 18.0 4.27 0.37 7.5 4.0 57 .33 8.3 49.00 -0.01 4.92 3.22 26.2 -13 .4 
3.40 321 14.7 4.67 0.29 5.0 3.6 61 .88 10.8 51.10 -0.03 5.10 3.40 24.8 -22 .0 
3.65 328 9.7 3.00 0.18 4.9 5.4 66.43 13.2 53 .20 -0.03 3.70 3.30 24.8 -21.9 
3.90 290 9.5 3.30 0.17 4.0 6.8 70.98 15.7 55 .30 -0.04 4.34 3.42 24.1 -26.0 
4.15 372 12.2 3.25 0.21 5.2 10.9 75.53 18.1 57.40 -0.02 4.10 3.31 25 .2 -19.4 
4.40 260 I I.I 4.28 0.19 3.0 13.1 80.08 20.6 59.50 -0.04 6.17 3.60 23 .4 -JO.I 
4.65 248 8.1 3.30 0.13 2.6 22 .2 84.63 23.0 61.60 -0.01 4.99 3.60 23.1 -32. I 
4.90 338 9.5 2.85 0.15 3.9 24.7 89.18 25.5 63 .70 0.00 3.81 3.39 24 .5 -23 .6 
5.15 283 7.6 2.71 0. 12 2.9 25.9 93 .73 27.9 65.80 -0.01 4.00 3.52 23.6 -29.2 
5.40 243 4.5 1.92 0.07 2.1 31.3 98.28 30.4 67.90 0.01 3.11 ) .58 22.8 -)4 .0 
5.65 239 3.4 1.44 0 .05 2.0 42 .7 102.83 )2 .8 70.00 0.07 2.46 ) .56 22 .6 -34.9 
5.90 263 3.4 1.32 0.05 2.2 48.7 !07.)8 35.3 72.10 0.09 2.16 3.50 23.0 -32.6 
6.15 241 5.3 2.20 0.07 1.7 51.9 111 .93 37.7 74.20 0 .11 4.08 3.71 22 .5 -35 .5 
6.40 220 4.9 2.28 0.06 1.4 55.7 116.48 40.2 76.30 0.15 4.72 3.84 22.0 -38.5 
6.65 288 6.9 2.41 0.09 2.1 58.3 121.03 42.6 78.40 0.09 4. 12 3.64 23.2 -31.2 
6.90 287 7.9 2.75 0.10 2.0 61.2 125.58 45.1 80.50 0.10 4.92 3.70 23.2 -31.7 
7.15 212 ) .8 1.82 0.05 1.0 65.0 130.13 47 .5 82 .60 0.21 4.67 3.95 21.7 -40.7 
7.40 2)) 4.1 1.81 0.05 1.2 67.2 134.68 50.0 84.70 0.18 4.20 3.87 22 .0 -38.4 
1 of 2 1 I/U/2000S.OS PM 
006051 CPTU-1 IOOT Highway 191 Box Culvert 
Neola, Iowa 
DEPTH qT fs Rr f /a'vo Q µ Ovo µo cr'vo Bq F le Dr 
(m) (kPa) (kPa) (%) (kPa) (kPa) (kPa) (kPa) {%) (Degrees) (%) 
7.65 223 3.6 1.64 0.04 1.0 72.8 139.23 52.4 86.80 0 .24 4.33 3.95 21.8 -39.9 
7.90 251 4.3 1.72 0.05 1.2 74.7 143.78 54.9 88.90 0.18 4.00 3.85 22 .3 -36.9 
8.15 268 5.6 2.10 0.06 1.3 77.8 148.33 57.3 91.00 0.17 4.63 3.84 22 .5 -35.4 
8.40 319 5.3 1.65 0.06 1.8 84.0 152.88 59.8 93.10 0.15 3.16 3.65 23 .3 -30.7 
8.65 270 6.2 2.33 0.07 1.2 117.5 157.43 62 .2 95.20 0.49 5.55 3.93 22 .5 -35.9 
8.90 386 15.3 3.96 0.16 2.3 127.6 161.98 64.7 97.30 0.28 6.85 3.73 24.I -25 .9 
9.15 493 20.2 4.13 0.20 3.3 108.4 166.53 67.1 99.40 0.13 6.19 3.57 25.2 -19.2 
9.40 361 13.1 3.61 0.13 1.9 96.4 171.08 69.6 101.50 0.14 6.90 3.80 23 .7 -28.4 
9.65 431 13.4 3.07 0.13 2.5 127.3 175.63 72.0 103.60 0.22 5.24 3.64 24.5 -23 .6 
9.90 401 14.9 3.74 0.14 2.1 119. 1 180.18 74.5 105.70 0.20 6.76 3.76 24 .1 -26.0 
10.15 479 12.7 2.66 0.12 2.7 119.0 184.73 76.9 107.80 0.14 4.33 3.56 24.9 -21.2 
10.40 476 12.1 2.54 0.11 2.6 150.4 189.28 79.4 109.90 0.25 4.20 3.57 24 .8 -21.6 
10.65 422 9.8 2.28 0.09 2.0 156.9 193.83 81.8 112.00 0.33 4.28 3.66 24 .2 -25 .3 
10.90 366 5.2 1.42 0.05 1.5 171.1 198.38 84.3 114.10 0.52 3.08 3.72 23.5 -29.7 
I I.IS 322 5.4 1.68 0.05 1.0 182.7 202 .93 86.7 116.20 0.81 4.51 3.93 22 .8 -33.6 
11.40 316 5.9 1.90 0.05 0.9 193.3 207.48 89.2 118.30 0.96 5.45 4.01 22 .7 -34.4 
11.65 372 6.9 1.93 0.06 1.3 217.2 212 .03 91.6 120.40 0.79 4.31 3.83 23.4 -30.0 
11.90 383 7.6 2.00 0.06 1.4 211.3 216.58 94.1 122.50 0.70 4.54 3.83 23 .5 -29.4 f-' 
12.15 417 10.1 2.48 0.08 1.6 216.0 221.13 96.5 124.60 0.61 5.14 3.80 23 .9 -27 .2 0 -...) 
12.40 385 6.4 1.67 0.05 1.3 193.7 225.68 99.0 126.70 0.59 4.02 3.83 23 .5 -29.7 
12.65 348 6.1 1.76 0.05 0.9 193.7 230.23 101.4 128.80 0.78 5.20 4.01 23 .0 -32 .9 
12.90 357 5.5 1.54 0.04 0.9 185.3 234 .78 103.9 130.90 0.67 4.47 3.97 23.0 -32.4 
13.15 379 6.8 1.80 0.05 1.0 199.7 239.33 106.3 133.00 0.67 4.87 3.94 23 .3 -30.9 
13.40 393 7.3 1.86 0.05 I.I 208.8 243.88 108.8 135.10 0.67 4.87 3.92 23.4 -30.I 
13.65 437 8.3 1.89 0.06 1.4 234.7 248.43 111.2 137.20 0.66 4.43 3.82 23 .9 -27 .3 
13.90 1670 86.I 4.96 0.62 10.2 111 .3 252.98 113.7 139.30 0.00 6.07 3.17 30.3 11.0 
14.15 2128 112.9 5.28 0.80 13.2 180.9 257.53 116.1 141.40 O.o3 6.04 3.09 31.4 17.7 
14.40 2360 89.2 3.88 0.62 14.6 172.9 262 .08 118.6 143.50 O.o3 4.25 2.95 31.8 20.4 
14.65 3658 118.6 3.27 0.82 23.3 276.4 266.63 121.0 145.60 0.05 3.50 2.74 33.9 32.8 
14.90 4775 139.2 2.95 0.94 30.5 444.9 271.18 123.5 147.70 0.07 3.09 2.62 35.1 40.2 
15.15 5545 168.6 · 3.09 1.13 35.2 376.9 275.73 125.9 149.80 0.05 3.20 2.58 35.8 44 .3 
15.40 5874 228.7 3.93 1.50 36.8 290.1 280.28 128.4 151.90 0.03 4.09 2.64 36.1 45.8 
15.65 5331 217.3 4.14 1.41 32.8 498.1 284 .83 130.8 154.00 0.07 4.31 2.69 35.6 42 .8 
15.90 5633 195.1 3.50 1.25 34.2 678.5 289.38 133.3 156.10 0.10 3.65 2.63 35.8 44 .2 
16.15 5727 210.6 3.67 1.33 34.3 85S.4 293.93 135.7 158.20 0.13 3.88 2.65 35.8 44.4 
16.40 5216 205.7 3.96 1.28 30.7 763 .8 298.48 138.2 160.30 0.13 4.18 2.71 35.4 41.6 
16.65 5201 209.0 4.03 1.29 30.2 1031.8 303.03 140.6 162.40 0.18 4.27 2.72 35.3 41.3 
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Sounding terminated at planned depth ELEVATION 327.71' 
!DOT Highway 191 Box Culvert 
Neola, Iowa 
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Sounding terminated at planned depth ELEVATION 327.71' 
!DOT Highway 191 Box Culvert 
Neola, Iowa 
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SOUNDING INFORMATION 
PROJECT DOT ltighwoy 191 Box Culvc,PROJECT LOCATION Neola, Iowa Dcplh Unit Weight Depth Unit Weight 
CPT OESIGNA TION CP'TU-1 PROJECT NUMBeR 0060SI (m) (kN/m') (m) (m) Warcr table dcpch used ro, O'y0 co1cul:u ion 
1:LUVATION l27.11 OATS 10/2612000 0 18.1 1.1 meters 
STATION SUPERVISOR J. S1n1os Water table Datum measured value 
OFFSET PUSHED BY GSI WaittOcpthATO 2.1 
CONll.USEO DRILLING Delayed Waitt 101 EQUIPMENT Cone Truck L<:vcl not mc&Surcd 
CONE SIZE I0Ton NET AREA RATIO 0.8 Time or Delay No reading taken Soundin~ terminated at elanncd deeth 
006051 CPTU-2 IDOT Highway 191 BoK Culvert 
Neola, Iowa 
DEPTH qT Is Rr I /a'.o Q µ CTvo µo cr'vo Oq F le $ Dr 
(m) (kPa) (kPa) (%} ~kPa) (kPa) (kPa) (kPa) (%) (Degrees) (%) 
0.15 155 29.4 4.14 12.75 300.6 -6.9 2.73 0.0 2.73 -0.01 3.91 2.08 35.9 44.6 
0.40 885 38.7 4.39 5.39 122.2 -34.9 7.28 0.0 7.28 -0.04 4.41 2.32 34.3 35.0 
0.65 1063 43.1 4.07 3.75 89.9 -30.3 11.83 0.0 11 .83 -0.03 4. IO 2.38 34.0 33.3 
0.90 602 23 .7 3.99 1.47 36.3 ·18.1 16.38 0.0 16.38 -0.03 4.04 2.65 30.S 12.4 
I.IS 288 13.3 4.71 0.64 12.9 -17.4 20.93 0.0 20.93 -0.07 4.99 3.04 26.4 -12.3 
1.40 180 9.9 5.58 0.39 6.1 -15.6 25.48 0.0 25.48 -0.10 6.39 3.37 23 .7 -28.6 
1.65 143 7.9 5.59 0.26 3.8 -8.7 30.03 0.0 30.03 -0.08 6.96 3.55 22 .2 -37.5 
1.90 164 6.9 4.22 0.20 3.7 -2.3 34.58 0.0 34.58 -0.02 5.32 3.49 22 .5 -35.6 ....... 
2.15 250 10.2 4.15 0.26 5.5 4.4 39.13 0.6 38.54 0.02 4.82 3.33 24 .3 -25.1 
....... 
0 
2.40 193 8.1 4.44 0.20 3.7 14.2 43 .68 2.9 40.74 0.08 5.44 3.50 22 .9 -33 .2 
2.65 324 18.4 6.38 0.43 6.4 14.8 48.23 5.4 42.84 0.03 6.67 3.36 25.2 -19.2 
2.90 413 22 .9 5.10 0.51 8.0 -14.8 52.78 7.8 44 .94 -0.06 6.36 3.27 26.3 -12 .9 
3.15 294 12.6 4.44 0.27 5.1 -1.0 57.33 10.3 47 .04 -0.0S 5.35 3.39 24 .5 -23.3 
3.40 174 6.0 3.55 0.12 2.3 4.6 61.88 12.7 49.14 -0.07 5.37 3.67 21.9 -38.9 
3.65 200 6.7 3.54 0.13 2.6 16.1 66.43 15.2 51.24 0.01 5.04 3.61 22.5 -35.6 
3.90 ISi 5.4 3.67 0.10 1.5 19.9 70.98 17.6 53.34 0.03 6.66 3.87 21.1 -44 .1 
4.15 165 5.0 3.07 0.09 1.6 25.9 75 .53 20.1 55.44 0.07 5.56 3.81 21.4 -42 .2 
4.40 242 5.9 2.46 0.10 2.8 33.1 80.08 22 .S 57.54 0.07 3.66 3.51 23 .1 -31.7 
4.65 347 16.4 4.63 0.27 4.4 43.4 84.63 25.0 59.64 0.07 6.25 3.47 24 .8 -22 .0 
4.90 256 6.7 2.60 0.11 2.7 53.8 89.18 27.4 61.74 0.16 4.02 3.54 23 .2 -31.2 
5.15 221 5.6 2.53 0.09 2.0 57.6 93 .73 29.9 63 .84 0.22 4.36 3.67 22.5 -35.8 
5.40 240 5.7 2.62 0.09 2.1 61.9 98.28 32.3 65.94 0.21 4.05 3.63 22 .8 -33 .9 
5.65 232 4.6 2.07 0.07 1.9 65.5 102.83 34.8 68.04 0.24 3.55 3.65 22.5 -35.3 
5.90 293 9.5 3.17 0.13 2.6 67.2 107.38 37.2 70.14 0.16 5.11 3.61 23 .6 -29.1 
6.15 432 16.0 3.70 0.22 4.4 72.0 111.93 39.7 72 .24 0.10 5.00 3.41 25.4 -18.4 
6.40 515 21.6 4.24 0.29 5.4 70.2 116.48 42 .1 74.34 0.07 5.43 3.37 26.1 -13 .8 
6.65 402 16.4 4.12 0.21 3.7 68.4 121.03 44 .6 76.44 0.08 5.82 3.52 24 .9 -21.2 
6.90 350 14.7 4.26 0.19 2.9 67.6 125.58 47 .0 78.54 0.09 6.54 3.64 24 .2 -25.7 
7.15 305 8.7 2.86 0.11 2.2 69.0 130.13 49.5 80.64 0.11 4.99 3.67 23.4 -30.0 
7.40 352 9.4 2.70 0.11 2.6 71.8 134.68 51.9 82.74 0.09 4.)1 ) .57 24 .1 -26.2 
1 of2 11/1 $120005: 11 PM 
006051 CPTU-2 IDOT Highway 191 Box Culvert 
Neola, Iowa 
DEPTH qT fs Rr //cr'vo Q µ CTvo µo cr'vo Dq F le Dr . 
(m) (kPa) ~kPa) (%) (kPa) (kPa) (kPa) (kPa) (%) (Degrees) (%) 
7.65 240 5.4 2.33 0.06 1.2 73.5 139.23 54.4 84 .84 0.19 5.34 3.91 22.2 -37.6 
7.90 264 5.0 1.92 0.06 1.4 75.8 143.78 56.8 86.94 0 .16 4.14 3.80 22 .6 -35.2 
8.15 313 11.9 3.91 0.13 1.8 104.1 148.33 59.3 , 89.04 0.27 7.22 3.82 23.3 -30.6 
8.40 383 16.6 4.38 0.18 2.5 160.4 152.88 61.7 91.14 0.43 7.21 3.71 24 .2 -25.2 
8.65 413 14.2 3.41 0.15 2.7 143.1 157.43 64.2 93.24 0.31 5.55 3.61 24 .5 -23.4 
8.90 310 7.7 2.55 0.08 1.6 147.1 161.98 66.6 95.34 0.54 5. 18 3.81 23 .1 -31.9 
9. IS 358 I 1.9 3.33 0.12 2.0 156.2 166.53 69.1 97.44 0.46 6.21 3.76 23 .8 -28.1 
9.40 340 9.0 2.66 0.09 1.7 174.7 171.08 71.S 99.54 0.61 S.32 3.78 23 .5 -298 
9.65 506 16.2 3.20 0.16 3.3 199.1 175.63 74.0 101.64 0.38 4.90 3.52 25.3 -18 .7 
9.90 516 14.0 2.73 0.13 3.2 193.2 180.18 76.4 103.74 0.35 4.17 3.49 25 .3 -18.5 
10.15 401 9.4 2.40 0.09 2.0 194.7 184.73 78 .9 105.84 0.54 4.34 3.67 24 .1 -26.0 
10.40 376 10.8 2.93 O.IO 1.7 212.0 189.28 81.3 107.94 0.70 5.81 3.79 23 .7 -28.2 
10.65 383 8.7 2.28 0.08 1.7 226.6 193.83 83 .8 110.04 0.75 4.60 3.74 23 .8 -27 .9 
10.90 357 8.0 2.27 0.07 1.4 225.3 198.38 86.2 112.14 0 .88 5.06 3.84 23.4 -30. I 
11.15 460 9.8 2.19 0.09 2.2 219.5 202 .93 88.7 114.24 0 .51 3.81 3.60 24 .6 -23.2 
I 1.40 4j8 10.4 2.43 0.09 2.0 163.4 207.48 91.1 I 16.34 0.31 4.53 3.69 24 .3 -24.8 
11 .65 456 8.0 1.81 0.07 2.1 134.3 212 .03 93 .6 118.44 0.17 3.30 3.60 24.4 -23 .9 
11.90 446 9.5 2.14 0 .08 1.9 161.8 216.58 96.0 120.54 0.29 4.13 3.68 24.3 -24 .8 1--' 
12 .15 416 8.2 2.02 0.07 1.6 175.3 221.13 98.5 122.64 0.39 4.22 3.75 23 .9 -27.1 1--' 
12.40 974 21.7 2.74 0.17 6.0 156.0 225.68 100.9 124.74 0.07 2.90 3.17 27 .9 -2.9 
12.65 648 23 .5 3.61 0.18 3.3 206.0 230.23 103.4 126.84 0.25 5.61 3.55 26.0 -14.8 
12.90 802 32.0 4.01 0.25 4.4 127.6 234.78 105.8 128.94 0.04 5.64 3.45 26.9 -9.0 
13.15 1087 SO. I 4.64 0.38 6.5 121.5 239.33 108.3 131.04 0.02 5.91 3.32 28 .4 -0.5 
13.40 2673 114.0 4.51 0.85 18.2 54.3 243 .88 I 10.7 133.14 -0.02 4.69 2.91 32.6 25.1 
13.65 2619 120.1 4.68 0.89 17.5 55.4 248.43 113.2 135.24 -0.02 5.07 2.94 32.5 24 .3 
13.90 2781 113.1 4.19 0.82 18.4 54.5 252.98 115.6 137.34 -0.02 4.47 2.89 32.7 25.8 
14.15 4034 122.2 3.10 0.88 27.1 90.6 257.53 118.1 139.44 -0.01 3.24 2.67 34.5 36.2 
14.40 3632 144.5 4.00 1.02 23.8 75.3 262.08 120.5 141.54 -0.01 4.29 2.80 3).9 33.0 
14.65 3611 141.1 3.93 0.98 23.3 87.7 266.63 123.0 143.64 -0.01 4.22 2.80 33.9 32.6 
14.90 5381 151 .2 2.84 1.04 35.1 152.4 271.18 125.4 145.74 0.01 2.96 2.56 35.7 43 .8 
15.15 6271 253.3 4.10 1.71 40.5 281.5 275 .73 127.9 147.84 0.03 4.22 2.62 36.4 48.0 
15.40 5799 208.4 3.71 1.39 36.8 571.9 280.28 130.3 149.94 0.08 3.78 2.62 36.0 45.6 
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Sounding terminated at planned depth ELEVATION 327.21' 
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IDOT Highway 191 Box Culvert 
Neola, Iowa 
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U0 = 193.1 (kPa) 
Umin= 158.6 (kPa) 750 seconds 
umax = 262.0 (kPa) 55 seconds 
u,0 = 141.4 (kPa) 110 seconds 
c1Joverconsolidated) = 4.392 cm2/min 
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IDOT Highway 191 Box Culvert 
Neola, Iowa 
= = = J: = =I= :I =l=l=IJ: c1= ===I== C =I= CC Cl:::I 
- - - -t - -1- -t -1A1-1-t i- - - - -1- - i- -1- i- r 1-1-i-
- - - - - -a.- - -Y-l - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
250 I I I I I I I I I I I /1 '=Y' I \.../1 'LU.;. I I I I I I I I 1 




f = = t= = =t = ; =f: :; YH] = = = =t = =i = :; =1 =I=, :; t=I = = - . . . . . . . I 
7 Kil I 
- - - -+ - -1--+ -1-1-1-4 I- - - - -1- - I...J ---------------------175 -t------+---+----+---+---+-~-+--------4---'-----1-----1--1---4--t-l-----4----4--
= = = J: = =1= J: =1=1=1:::r C = = = =1= = C =1= C 
- - - -r - -1 - -r -, -1 -, -,- r - - - -, - - r - 1 - r r 1-t 1 , 
150 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
--------------------------a - - - -t - -I - -+ -I -I -I -+ 1-- - - - -I - - 1-- -I - I- 1-- 1-1 -t 
- - - - - - - - - - - - = = = 4 = =1= 4 =1=1=1:+ = = = =1= = =,= 1=1~ 
o... 125 - - - l- - -1- - l- ..! -1- J_ l-1 - - - -1- - -1 - -l -1 -1 -1 -1- l- - - - -1 - - l- -1 - l- l- 1- 1 ...! 
o... - u =193.l(kPa) = =1= ::I =1=1=1:::r L = = = =1= = C =1= C CCIJ: 




umin = 158.6 (kPa) 750 seconds __ 1 _ -t _ 1 _ 1 _1 -t i- ____ 1 __ i- -i- i- i- 1-1-t 
umax = 262.0 (kPa) 55 seconds __ 1 _ -t _ 1 -I -I -+ 1-- ___ -I - _ 1- -1- 1- 1-- 1-1 -t 
u50 = 141.4 (kPa) 110 seconds 
ch(overconsolidated) = 4.392 cm2/min 
c1.(normally consolidated= 0.586 cm2/min 
IR= 100 
Water Table= 2.1 m 
- -1- -1- -1-1-1 ...! l-1- - - -1- - l- -1- l- l- ,_1J 
= =1= :::r =1=1=1:::r C = = = =1= = C =1= CC Cl:J 
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- - - -1- - -1- ...! -1-1-1...! l- - - - -1- - l- -1- I- l- 1-1...! 
01 I I I 111111 I I I 111111 I I I 111111 





PROJECT >T Hiahw•y 191 Box Cul PROJECT LOCATION Neol1,low1 Dq,lh Unil Weigh1 Depth Uni1Wtigh1 
CPT DESIGNATION CPTU-l PROJECT NUMBER 0060" (m) jkNlm'! (m) (m) Waler table depth used for O'vo caicula1ion 
l!LEVATION ll8.2 DATE 10/26/2000 0 18.2 ) .2 meters 
STATION SUPERVISOR J. Santos WatcrhblcDalum m«Surcd value 
OFFSET PUSHED BY OSI Water Dcplh ATD ] .2 
CONE USED DRJLLINO DclaycdW11er 701 EQUIPMENT Cone Truck Lcv<I not mcuurcd 
CONE SIZE IOTon NET ARl!A RATIO o.a Time of Delay No rcadins lucn Soundin~ lerminated at Elanned dcElh 
006051 CPTU-3 IOOT Highway 191 Box Culvert 
Neola, Iowa 
DEPTH qT Is Rr //cr'vo Q µ CTvo Po cr'vo Dq F le Dr 
(m) (kPa) (kPa) (%) (kPa) (kPa) (kPa) (kPa) (%) (Degrees) (%) 
0. 15 549 20.5 3.87 9.85 301.6 -5.1 2.73 0.0 2.73 -0.01 3.75 2.14 34.3 35.4 
0.40 1847 39.5 2.42 5.54 246.0 3.6 7.28 0.0 7.28 0.00 2.14 1.88 37.8 56.1 
0.65 1101 21.6 2.01 1.92 96.2 9.7 11 .83 0.0 I 1.83 0.01 1.99 2. 14 34.2 34.4 
0.90 1202 21.8 1.81 1.34 73 .1 9.1 16.38 0.0 16.38 0.01 1.84 2.19 33.8 32.2 
1.15 810 9.5 1.17 0.46 38.0 2.2 20.93 0.0 20.93 0.00 1.20 2.30 31.3 17.4 
1.40 468 20.5 4.82 0.80 17.6 4.7 25.48 0.0 25.4R 0.01 4.63 2.92 28.2 -1.2 
1.65 434 21.8 5.04 0.73 13.5 -I.I 30.03 0.0 30.03 0.00 5.41 3.05 27 .5 -5 .7 
1.90 362 21.5 5.98 0.62 9.5 -0.6 34.58 0.0 34.58 0.00 6.58 3.22 26.3 -12.9 N 
2. 15 212 12.2 5.83 0.31 4.4 -2.1 39.13 0.0 39.13 -0.01 7.03 3.50 23.4 -30.0 0 
2.40 267 13.9 5.30 0.32 5.2 I 1.0 43.68 0.0 43 .68 0.05 6.20 3.42 24 .3 -24.9 
2.65 253 11.7 4.65 0.24 4.3 16.0 48 .23 0.0 48.23 0.08 5.70 3.46 23.8 -27 .9 
2.90 258 10.6 4.19 0.20 3.9 17.0 52 .78 0.0 52.78 0.08 5.18 3.47 23.7 -28 .7 
3.15 135 6.0 4.99 0.11 1.4 21.5 57.33 0.1 57.23 0.27 7.72 3.94 20.4 -48 .3 
3.40 131 5.5 4.30 0.09 1.2 28.4 61.88 2.0 59.92 0.38 7.88 4.01 20. I -49.9 
3.65 117 5.2 4.39 0.08 0 .8 31.4 66.43 4.4 62 .02 0.53 10.15 4.20 19.5 -53 .6 
3.90 137 6.0 4.40 0.09 1.0 34.8 70.98 6.9 64 .12 0.42 9.11 4.09 20.2 -49.6 
4.15 105 4.8 4.59 0.07 0.4 36.5 75.53 9.3 66.22 0 .92 16.26 4.53 18.8 -51.1 
4.40 158 4.1 2.61 0.06 I.I 53.0 80.08 11.8 68 .32 0.53 5.28 3.93 20.7 -46.4 
4.65 200 5.1 2.54 0 .07 1.6 62.2 84.63 14.2 70.42 0.42 4.39 3.75 21.8 -40.1 
4.90 214 5.1 2.38 0.07 1.7 69.0 89.18 16.7 72.52 0.42 4.07 3.72 22 .0 -38 .6 _,, 
5. 15 184 4.0 2.20 0 .05 1.2 75.7 93 .73 19.I 74.62 0.63 4.47 3.87 21.2 -43.4 
S.40 205 4.9 2.40 0.06 1.4 93 .2 98.28 21.6 76.72 0.67 4.56 3.82 21.7 -40.6 
5.65 209 4.1 2.15 0.05 1.3 105.5 102.83 24.0 78.82 0.77 3.89 3.80 21.7 -40.5 
5.90 206 4.3 2.09 0.05 1.2 112.5 107.38 26.5 80.92 0.87 4.35 3.86 21.6 -41.2 
6.15 220 6.3 2.85 0.08 1.3 120.5 111.93 28.9 83.02 0.84 5.83 3.90 21.8 -39.7 
6.40 265 8.0 3.13 0.09 1.7 94.2 116.48 31.4 85.12 0.42 5.42 3.77 22.6 -34.8 
6.65 231 3.4 1.46 0.04 1.3 94.0 121.03 33.8 87.22 0.55 3.04 3.77 21.9 -39.0 
6.90 302 7.5 2.45 0.08 2.0 103.0 125.58 36.3 89.32 0.38 4.23 3.67 23.2 -31.7 
7.15 330 11.7 3.58 0 .13 2.2 111.4 130.13 38.7 91.42 0.36 5.85 3.71 23.5 -29.5 
1 of2 11/16/200012:41 PM 
006051 CPTU-3 IDOT 1-lighway 191 Box Culvert 
Neola, Iowa 
DEPTH QT fs Rr f/cr'vo Q µ CTvo µo cr\o Bq F le $ Dr 
(m) (kPa) (kPa) (%) (kPa) (kPa) (kPa) (kPa) (%) (Degrees) (%) 
7.40 347 11.2 3.25 0.12 2.3 128.5 134.68 41.2 93 .52 0.41 5.27 3.67 23 .7 -28 .3 
7.65 310 11.3 3.65 0:12 1.8 138.6 139.23 43.6 95.62 0.56 6.61 3.81 23.1 -31.9 
7.90 377 16.5 4.39 0.17 2.4 151.1 143.78 46.1 97 .72 0.45 7.07 3.72 24.0 -26.6 
8.15 483 19.9 4.16 0.20 3.3 163.8 148.33 48.5 99.82 0.34 5.95 3.56 25.1 -19.8 
8.40 466 19.2 4.12 0.19 3.1 170.2 152.88 51.0 101.92 0.38 6.12 3.59 24 .9 -21.2 
8.65 433 18.7 4.31 0.18 2.6 180.4 157.43 53 .4 104.02 0.46 6.79 3.67 24 .5 -23 .6 
8.90 445 18.1 4.04 0.17 2.7 185.8 161.98 55 .9 106.12 0.46 6.39 3.66 24. 6 -23 .1 
9. 15 726 30.7 4.26 0.28 5.2 201.3 166.53 58.3 108.22 0.26 5.50 3.38 26.9 -9.3 
9.40 777 36.9 4.76 0.33 5.5 183.7 171.08 60.8 110.32 0.20 6.08 3.39 27 .2 -7.6 
9.65 435 14.8 3.34 0.13 2.3 163.1 175.63 63 .2 112.42 0.39 5.73 3.68 24.3 -24.5 
9.90 397 7.5 1.88 0.07 1.9 166.0 180.18 65.7 114.52 0.46 3.44 3.64 23 .9 -27 .4 
10.15 447 16.7 3.71 0.14 2.2 178.9 184.73 68. I 116.62 0.42 6.36 3.72 24 .4 -24 .3 
10.40 398 13.3 3.34 0.11 1.8 194.7 189.28 70.6 118.72 0.59 6.38 3.81 23 .8 -27 .9 
10.65 424 14.7 3.46 0.12 1.9 206.3 193.83 73.0 120.82 0.58 6.36 3.78 24. I -26.3 
10.90 483 17.4 3.60 0.14 2.3 205.6 198.38 75.5 122.92 0.46 6. 13 3.70 24.6 -22 .8 
11.15 383 10.6 2.77 0.09 1.4 200.1 202.93 77.9 125.02 0.68 5.91 3.86 23 .5 -29.7 
11 .40 343 8.8 2.56 0.07 I.I 209.7 207.48 80.4 127.12 0.96 6.52 4.00 22 .9 -33.1 
11.65 307 5.2 1.67 0.04 0.7 220.4 212 .03 82 .8 129.22 1.44 5.42 4. 10 22 .4 -36.5 
...... 
N 
11.90 361 6.9 1.92 0.05 I.I 231.7 216 .58 85 .3 131.32 1.01 4.76 3.92 23 . I -32 .1 ...... 
12.15 393 6.5 1.67 0.05 1.3 241.0 221.13 87.7 133.42 0.89 3.79 3.81 23 .4 -29.9 
12.40 371 5.2 1.39 0.04 I.I 262.4 225.68 90.2 135.52 1.18 3.55 3.87 23.1 -3 1.7 
12.65 409 5.8 1.44 0.04 1.3 267.5 230.23 92 .6 137.62 0.98 3.27 3.78 23 .6 -29.2 
12.90 492 6.2 1.35 0 .04 1.8 264.5 234.78 95 .1 139.72 0.66 2.42 3.58 24.4 -24.1 
13.15 405 7.3 1.82 0.05 1.2 270.3 239.33 97.5 141.82 1.05 4.41 3.88 23 .4 -29.9 
13.40 437 7.9 1.81 0 .05 1.3 253 .9 243 .88 100.0 143.92 0.80 4.07 3.81 23.8 -28.0 
13.65 521 8.2 1.59 0.06 1.9 262 .6 248.43 102.4 146.02 0.59 3.02 3.62 24. 6 -23 .1 
13.90 623 9.0 I.SI 0.06 2.5 181.9 252.98 104.9 148.12 0.21 2.43 3.47 25 .4 -18.2 
14.15 610 11.6 2.04 0.08 2.3 173.9 257.53 107.3 150.22 0.19 3.28 3.55 25 .3 -19.0 
14.40 1158 12.7 1.09 0.08 5.9 74. I 262.08 109.8 152.32 -0.04 1.42 3.03 28.3 -0.8 




QT (kPa) f, (kPa) 




















IDOT Highway 191 Box Culvert 
Neola, Iowa 
µ (kPa) 








































Sounding terminated at planned depth ELEV A TION 328.2' 
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Sounding terminated at planned depth ELEV A TION 328.2' 
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IDOT Highway 191 Box Culvert 
Neola, Iowa 
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U0 = 124.1 (kPa) 
Umin= 82.7 (kPa) 2190 seconds 
umax = 165.5 (kPa) 200 seconds 
u,0 = 124.1. (kPa) 555 seconds 
ch(overconsolidated) = 0.867 cm2/min 
ch(normally consolidated) = 0.116 cm2/min 
IR= 100 
Water Table= 3.2 m 
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lDOT Highway 191 Box Culvert 
Neola, Iowa 
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u0 = 124.1 (kPa) 
Umin = 82. 7 (kPa) 2190 seconds 
umu = 165.5 (kPa) 200 seconds 
u50 = 124.l (kPa) 555 seconds 
ch(overconsolidated) = 0.867 cm2/min 
ch(normal ly consolidated) = 0.116 cm2/min 
IR= 100 
Water Table= 3.2 m 
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Table Cl. PMTl data at 4.57 m 
Depth (m) : V30 <- . V60 ' Volume (cm3}; :'Greep,:_ c 'reeo:VJJcm3)] .. } {i(osi} )i 'P:(kPa) 
4.57 -~ 16;50 . fot10·,'. .' . fa38;84'.- ? ~A:o:oo··: : ,;();O_O!)i•_ ;s .. 55.00 .'/. <34.47 ,· 
4.s7 11:vo- v~-17.oo ~14ss~o4 : i~ :~~Oi20 ,-·;~ :: .. ,_~!/;~~6~03~:\::_;;:_··:-J'.Jt;~ \O~O(t \~'. L~?-<68=i9tfhl~ 
4.57 :;isitoJ11 "ffi:1s:ootj J2)+g4t2s)-_t ;?2Hf20: ··· 1 • r;;fa,fos'.>tL f;~~11:stoOt~ .::1h&st.4i2J 
4.57 ,}20:30.{i t:201¾oit :"'.1635.'.47 .-.·• . ,oJo··. . :sfof. ·.· :,e ~'.'.20:00 :;. <ia1-:E9.S 
4.57 :'. 21;:40:: :21:oo'.f l<: _}·fr31 ;5# --• ~hi:l20;:_ ,):,._ .:1:e~oa :::;·J<'.•25:00:I. H:7:tsviI 
4.57 22~80{ :23;06 '. .• 1843;91 ·, .• ...• :'.:/01:20 ..... , f 16;0~:\c :·t:L-·ao~oo , (;206}84) 
4.57 >;2s'1oo;f 2sioo;\!i:-' 2oot2s .. ·: Jf'i1Efo\ · .. >Ias~½tt.·,t• {/ss:oo :,: · tl~if :fr . 
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Figure Cl. PMTl curve at 4.57 m 
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Figure C2. PMTl curve at 6.10 m 
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PMT 6.10 m 
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Figure C3. PMTl curve at 7.62 m 
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Figure C4. PMTl curve at 9.14 m 
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Figure CS. PMTl curve at 10.67 m 
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Figure C6. PMT2 curve at 4.0 m 
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Figure C7. PMT2 curve at 5.50 m 
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APPENDIXD 
BOREHOLE SHEAR TEST DATA 
141 
Table D1. Borehole shear test data at 4.19 m 

















CONSOLIDATED DRAINED TRIAXIAL DATA 
143 
Table El. Consolidated drained triaxial data for clay at 20.68 kPa confinement 
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Figure G 1. Oedometer data for test one, 50 kPa load increment 
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Figure G2. Oedometer data for test one, 99 kPa load increment 
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Figure G3. Oedometer data for test one, 196 kPa load increment 
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Figure G4. Oedometer data for test one, 392 kPa load increment 
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Figure G9. Oedometer data for test two, 392 kPa load increment 
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Figure G 11. Oedometer data for test three, 50 kPa load increment 
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Figure G 13. Oedometer data for test three, 196 kPa load increment 
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Figure G17. Oedometer data for test four, 196 kPa load increment 
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Figure G19. Oedometer data for test four, 783 kPa load increment 
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GROUP LOAD TEST DATA 
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Table 16. Inclinometer data for group test one at 98 ton total load 
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Table Ill. Load test data for group load test two, pier three 




































Table Jl. Total unreinforced settlement estimate using void ratio relationship and 
oedometer data 
Parameter 
Densi of soft cla 
Thickness 
Stress from fill 
Influence coefficient Boussines 
Table J2. Calculation of unreinforced 90 % consolidation period using oedometer data 
and Terzaghi consolidation theory 
Parameter 
Coefficient of consolidation from Table 2 
Thickness of cla la er 
Draina e distance 
Time factor 
Percenta e of consolidation 
Time for 90% consolidation 
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Table J3. Calculation of reinforced 90 % consolidation period using oedometer data 
and Terzaghi consolidation theory (drainage distance is one-half distance 
between piers) 
Parameter 
Coefficient of consolidation from Table 2 
Thickness of cla la er 
Draina e distance 
Time factor 
Percenta e of consolidation 
Time for 90% consolidation 
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RADIAL STRESS-STRAIN SETTLE1\1ENT PREDICTION 
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~pier~ PETERSON CONTRACT()~}:INC. HEAVY & ~=-=NTRACT0i,.ff'% ;,· · Weather:-=-~------
Equipment -~ -Project Na"@a r ,, .-- I \ 
LocaUon: ~-- LO Obv / ufv-r:. ( . ______________ Used: _____________ PCI.-: :S~17 OFC# 
; _~ - --:-:-------------
lowlon l * l 8ottoo1 O.Opltr Ground 
Footing a,,.11 eurtact 
EJ," Lenalh,ft El,fl 
ZONE O i 1 1059.4 7 1000.40 
2 1059.4 7 1060.40 
3 1059.4 7 1060.40 
4 105H 7 1060.40 
5 1051U 7 1060AO 
8 1059.4 7 1000.40 
7 1059.4 7 1000.40 
9 1059.4 7 1000.40 
9 1059.4 7 1060.40 
10 1059.4 7 1060.40 
11 1059.4 7 1060.40 
12 1059.4 7 1080.40 
13 1059.4 1 1060.40 
t4 1059.4 7 1060.40 
16 1059.4 7 1060.40 
16 1059.4 7 1060.40 
17 1059.4 7 1060.40 
16 1059.4 7 1000.40 
18 1059.4 7 1060.40 
20 1059.4 7 1060.40 
21 1059.4 7 1060.40] 
-1 -r,~"" Boltom De E1. ft Planned Actual 
1os2.41 s.oot2 ID 
1052At 8.00J /Ll 
1052.41 aoot e,, 
1052.41 8.001 ·· 1, < 
1002AI e.oot i 
1052.41 8.001 . _ff~ 
1052.41 &.001 -7. 'J 
1052.41 8.001 7. q 
1052.41 8.001 ,. 
1052.41 e,oof 1-i 
1052.41 e.001 ,') 





















....... 1 ........ ,\ · 1 Ooopl<r 1 ·--·.'1 lnltall .. . . : ... ·:;a~~c;i;~.:-; ~ !f~t='-· ·· ·' 
Top 'TopO.plh,ft · · BtoMUb _llmi( '.-: PD. '- · : Mab,!iat~'~~,\' ·-i_H:J~' • ·'.=~·:~: 






















0.001-n1;· 1:1 r 1,s>to/5\ f?ct ·. Jf:t7_·q~?f'\·1:i-;ff/ 
0.001 101 1 ?, t · I 'l< -1 ·o/sr, 1 ;,. rr -1 f!-tJ. 1 ·· 'J.- -::,; ·-., 
O.OOI- - 1 '°If t --1-;{1)-'.: F~~J :-:('L - f'~(H' 17 ,~-~-T, _,;(:;:~'T 


















l"J. _ f _f,j __ l_gr-'_01-1,'flpJ ·•'('J.:__ I '(ff' I '•:: .: . _c·, ,- .'..· 
'O .. l :'°{'J -~ , ~[:(:·'(:L ' I :k ·'»-~ ,,.~ ;,, ,,· : f:' .~ ... ,;_ ,_ ;·_ I ; 
· o · I ~l r:~1"1/~lFt L r- :l!.-lf • ·· · :- •. 
r) I b ~ I -1.Jt/~l~ ·:cL-T-c~tl 1- ._. :· 1-·•c:t, > 
n t -- 11 · I ;j't/ ', :f ;~Pf'=J -. rL Vr:U t,.·'. . . <t ~ :~·-•/;" o I&. l - I ~11·: ·liAf¥<71 I l ,( u _. I · ::l :~,e.::,::c~-~ n I I f 1'1) .-•: (-i''JYq) ('L- r-Q-ll f~ 7 : - -F :. ' ,,·::·c: 
rJ · I 1LL _lK·"L3/.'l":·i · · rL l '('J 
n .: Y I I ;t. <- · t . · .. 'l!L.LCI . ·. L:· CH 
fr , · I _ I .1n"-1:.~'l_::_J_~ CL.~~i 
{} _1 I I . .H,-'J ·:o//(' l ~--c L I ·i-(~ 
17 
t1 I .9'J 
./i) .. I /) 
·n 1-LlJJ · 
rl_ __ L1' 
7 t" :l 
,~ -- -: p ·:_~/ft -· r1- I' 0~ 
.16·· t -~'Ll · C. L- l -' l' 
I~ r'"T,/if' l. C.. L I .fl~ . , : 
. LC]~-''~--_r L _L_ClJ. 
?.ll ' f G/t(J · ct:-· . I Or • . , 
1-D l _q/!/J __ ~C_L - J ·Ot · • ._< 
.J ~- Ii 
'SOIL MATERIAL: 1 \ 
GW: WE~-GRADED GRAVELS SW: WELL-GRADED SANOS ~• ML: INORGANIC SILTS fin-A 
' 
MH·: INORGANIC SIL TS,'~lqH Pl ;,,- (" . 
CH: INORGANIC ClAYS,_H!GH Pl . . 
OH: ORGANIC SILTS AND, CLAYS, HlGH Pl 
PT: PEAT AND HIGHLY ORGANIC SOILS 
GP: POORLY GRADED GRAVELS SP: POORLY GRADED SANDS Cl: tNORGAN[C CLAYS,LOW Pl t 
GM: SILTY GRAVELS SM: SILTY SANOS OL" ORGANIC SILTS /11-1D CLAYS ,LfYiN Pl 




~. •• f :..:. 
. ~·t.~f .-
f : .,, ~: 
iijf 
·-; . ~· . .• 
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GEOPIERS IN8TALlEO · 
Geoplu Oround O.Opl Geoplff . Oeopla1 . :., ,:: 
Bhlft &u.rfac.l Bottom 1-----:~=---1 Top Jo '·· -----.--..--c -.. -· . 
El,n EU !I.ft. Plan , .' 
,ooo.50 1041.6 1000.s --~ •. -· '· - L 
1060.50 1047,6 1060.5 . 0. ' ·;-: . 
1000.50 1047.5 1060.5 o. . -r 
1060.50 1047.5 1080,6 o. 
1047.5 1060.6 
21 I 1osu1 · 12t1oeo.soJ 10-47.61 1aool/1r5 I 1000.sr-- 0.001' · .. ~::Jf~:.: I ... · · :1~·~,t:·-~7 :;f:~c~:n.~r+:_;_·?~t;:~1: .. ,:a·· 
28 1059.5 12 1060.50 1047,6 13.00 .,~:; ~: : ·._,;-::,-· 
.29 1059.5 12 1060.50 1047.6 13.00 ./··•P ::;=,-~·;."!.::• .• :-:~ ·'::-. · 
30 I 1059.51 . 1211060.501 104UI 13.00l LlS I 1000.e1~···0.ootr~-cr:-t:t?f( l';'-• . L~.2£'fB,__J2~:-:---:rcH·::,:-n.-::~~,;~::,_q< .• ... < • . . 
31 I 1059.51 1211060.fSOI 10Q.et 13.0Qj../] I,., I 1060.61 0:001 (('J : · . 11,r F< · 11•f" .. J Ys0 .. 1 ~{!,f__C--:· > l \C':'Jf ::;~'; T:~U:.·;:i.'.J;;°b (J:'.::r .":; , 
32 1059.5 12 1060.60 10-47.5 13.00 .l( 1060.5 0.00 _:: -:. '.I:_ 
33 1059.6 12 1000,50 1047.6 13.00 1060.5 0.00 
34 1 1oss.s1 1211060.501 1041.s1 . 1a.oot1J,lf 1 ,ooo.sl- o.001rcr1-· 1 /3 .. -,:::~-Vl":.f."7-' t .- :·r:L :y,T f ·'c-'Jf.':J,I .. :~7~::\;~•.f.f J:'?1:._: \f 
35 t 1059.5I 12) 1060.601 1047.61 13.00J //, 'i I 108<t5I O.001 /:JtF~'l 'J,f.,;/.:"a~- . , ... ·. ;-,--\'JFr~ .f ._;7:a ~?IT~P.--:':!::-:-;~-~?:I ~:;·~",;:: ;;Jr< 
36 l 1059.SI 1211oeo.GOI 1047.SI 13.001 J')._,_(.( I _ 1000.sJ _o.QOLZCl/.JI,~ c:li\"f/S7.':~:l'~~rl_::·_':-: lf ~tf'1];}:'A7J~:frt-;(%t:~_:\'. '::~ 
311 105e.s1 1211060.601 104,.51 1a.ool/ J.H. 1~-iooo.5l~-1~001,T@: .... .. f}./'). ;;1 _q/r 1:·~·:,:-:-,: nr;.r ::·.~] :{:fD~,~~1Jt¥{--;•/:;":_:  
38 1059.S 12 \060.50 fflo_s" ~O ·'. ·" I l-'-
39 1059.5 12 1060.50 060.5 0 .00 _i. 
40 1059.6 17 1060.60 1060.6 0.00 , _ , 1/ 
, . · , .. ':'"4 .. ---
- ... 
4, I 1059.81 1711060.601 10-42.61 18..00I l1L5 f 1000.et o.nor:to~· ,n-;· \1,yf~ I ;'~ i.~ : 
42 I 1059.61 1111oeo.eo1_1042.a1 _ 10.001 /J, 'i l -foao.el o.ool/·::o." -11 s-.,~/r.'· 
43 I 1059.61 1111000.eol t0-4:Z.el 11,001 1 H f. 1oeo.8l 0.001 .- -::.,o._; I 1. q ,-~-•- r.y~•": 
44 I 1058.61 1711060.8011042.8{ 18,001 'fl,l/._ I 1060.6{ O.®L ~) (7 •I-~ ~¾-I'. o.r~·-'.y. 
45 I 1059.8I UIJ060;80l 104:Z.el 10.001 ·_n;JJ 1000.el o.ool . · ff · I J 7 :~•Mi.J ··: :Pf/./ J. 
46 I 1059.61' 1711oso.eo1 ~_fil__"_!e.oof_[l,_i. I 1000.et o.oo,., .-,, ~TT-__Cf/1> · 
47 1 1osu1 1111060.e_ol 1042.eJ 1e.001-n.· 1 I 1000.6{ _o.ool _ O · 1,ro ~s--. 1 ),/1~1 ·. d-·· · 
40, 1069.et 1111060.eoJ 1042.61 1e.001 n.i1r--1000~ar ·o.ooF .-co ,,~ . ~ -- 1.f ~lffT ~~:'e.L· _, ·. 
.· . a.--, -. 
. ~-.' :--(f...= . _: 
00 . ' 
I.JI':•. 
-:. .[ : 
49 1059.6 17 106M0 1042.6 18.'00 11,7 1000.6 0.00 ·'TJI. f:·-r · 
50 1059.6 17 1060.60 1042.6 18.00 / 76 J 1060.6 0.00 "' '> 
s1 1059.e 11 1000.eo 1042.6 1a.oo I H 1oeo.e o.oo :- · · ·. -i.. ·,."' 
52 1059.6 · 17 g· · · 1042.6 18.00 ,7, l 1060.6 . o.oo ·' :·,_, ·., l!a 1~~·111-:iJ···Jilj~!Al;::.:::t·11~1:c.f .. ~~·• · ·· 
53 1059.6 17 1 · 1042.6 18,00 f7_ 1060.6 0.00 · , . 
S4 1059.6 11 . .. .80 ·1042.8 1e.oo I?. I 1000..e o.oo · · ·.. J · 
55 1059.6 11 1~0.eo 1042.e 10.00 r1, CP 1000.e o.oo ·. t.o · :'r;, 
56 1059.6 17 1000.00 1042.8 18.00 / 11 1080.6 o.oo · l >: ;: '-J..TI:' 
·57 1059.6 17 1060,$) 1042,8 18.00 /1.,1 1060,6 0,00 ") -· }(D 1 ·:. 
5e I 1059.71 2011000. 701 1009.71 21.00, _ - - - - - - . -
59 t 1059.Ti 2011000.101 1039.7' 21.001 ' 
80 I 1059.71 aQl 1060,701 1039,71 U.901 ° 0 - - a- -~- ·c -• • 
61 I I059.7l .. . 2011060;701 1oout ....• 21.001 . -- . 




·•-r.:_.. _ . ·· . .. : .-. -·:=•. 
. -i .. : ~·. 
·Jtj· J ~11-, 
. : . I ... · , •• .J. • • • ~. . -~ '·: 
PCJ QC REPRE8ENTATtVE: 
tc : location: \fa-H: ( b . ll'.>n:y UMd: . .. ,- --~-'-'::;,:-~,g~:-~~ ~ 
t~j --t •· -· ~:.. ..;,_ .,; _,. --- ~:;; . • · - --->h1wtf~~~-~ .. ; ., ·. ' ····-- -~ "( :~~- OEOP4ER8 INIT .. . ' . D'E~~&~f·' 
l11-cl{; • - -~ \~:'' phr OooplorDIIU _ Cllophr . . ·~~~:ir-:- . 'c~~~.,:,,~.M;i-..:,; . -- -- ·;;.;;>\ 
:pl l, .; 2 Footing . Top T ' ·.Ufta·· ,~,..._,,~w nr.P,J~<.:-, . :., .. ·. · Ii .,. A•\C:. ~~~;'iiialJ~ ""~•1>· . . · ··' 
\{ '• ; ! · u/V v · a. fl e n. '.·m1n.- -:: -· · ;!~1{\.; t _· 63 . 1~0.8 0. ~: _ 'i-· 
_ .· (;( /~ · 84 -1039.8 1060.8 · o. · · · 
:\·•\ ;::i: ·Y 66 10311.8 1060.s· o. , -.. ~:·> 
:\ . ·_; ":t · '. 68 1039.Q 1060.9 
. - : . 67 
·/.:-:= 
_. .;:-..,_ 
68 1 20 1061. 
69 l 10601 2011061. 
70 
71 ·: ... "'; 
ll 
-~ 
15 1oeo 201 1061.001 --:10401 21. 
16 1059.8 2:011060.60l 1038.81 ·· 21.00l.-,IO,~ r 1060.8l · o.oo 
T1 ----·· 20 1060.70 1039.7 121, ___ -· 1059.7 -78 I t.• 10~ 1059.7 ·c· io ·1·oeo.to . ·1039_'7 ·-·21·.oc ·-·--. . · 
-- ----- -- --------- .. --.-- -·- -- . "'...-." • ,6. • • • .,.. .•· - ~ - -- - · · • - · · · - . • . ...... _ · .. -_ ... _ -·· .•,_..-tt... D .. _ •- :IU'1-Cl',f £\I rUUU.fU J\1-'V.I ... , •{" . ::) .· .,, .- j • _7-• "• • ·.1 , · ' /Li ·- --~,C·r-J-:.· -::-.t1'- • . ·.,, . ••. . r•, -,,,, ·:: ~ --• . , . :-•· 1059.7 20 1060.70 1039.'1' 11.00 · gy.,_\ 1060.7 0.00 ·:·(j ,· ·1, - "' '.'1,-1;: '. ·:,i 1 -· '•:Cl./ -:~·-::"(·: :_:e,t•.;_._.. ,:•~'.:,.,··.;;;_ :!~/:;_~'f.'=t i • 1 1059.8 20 1060.80 10S9.8 21.00 /'11-, 1060.8 0.00 · 0 ,f., ~,.I~ · . . c:. ~(J .. , ··:GL-·:-.~:'~- ·/t:, • ~--- :.<=~:-.- : ..  _.: _· .. ;::A:~· 
1059.8 20 1000.BO 1039.B 21.00 /7 1060.B 0.00 .· o ·, 'l~t ' -c,-. .-· .:u, ~-- ;;-;r-L :··:':·. :·;.,€ ··; . ·:'7-:~·;, ,::::~ I~i";.:;t._t.?S:f-







































%#if:~}J~ l~l~I ~ :.§~,c:- . ,_~----~ ·.~:.i--.... ~-'\.!~.,.,_...c :· •·.··. , 
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2ot 1060. I 
20 1 oeo.so 1039.e 


























11: ., ,. 
I \,, \ 
-~ 
i.- : :\ 
_ti 
'(~ 
LooalJon! l(o tf ( 0 U O 'f:. U1ad: - .. . --- ~ PCI#: u -.JA , A... .. .. .. .. '-"· .• ._:; UfCt ________ ...... _ .. =· . 
. :·. ·,,.. . · : 
loutlon 
-~~~~---illl-.....,;;;;;~;;.;&-1 :S, ii r ',!,l:'[;/ , ~~ie,~.,. -
1039.9 
107 1040 21.00 1061 O,OC .- -:;:~'. :-?;"~:'"~.-~ ..~-:: >;--- ··._ ;. 
1---it---+ .................. 
1oe 1040 - _ 1oti1 ·o.oo . rz !_,_-. .- .:~:-: -..:- -, ,.· 
1091 1060~ 2011061.001 10401 21.oof 17.S_ I 106tl o.oor-::-_,a .-~-;:·1tt>-:::F~- . 1.fl)·---~1"20.q-·_:·~~~:;:\l ::-~·w~•~Y.'~~~~~:~i.,.':'.J~~;;.;; :;,_ 
110 1060 20 1061.00 1040 ,i;'.' 
111 1000 20 1oe1.oo 1040 -: /' .;..;,.;-t--........ --t---....;;,1--_,;,;:.;;.;;..t-~---t_,;;~~~ir"lllliH----.;;.:..t-... ~l-~~.µ.,~+~-+~-...-+-_..j~L.f-~~~+.'!"iii-H--t-~~"""""~---~:-I) 
112 1080 20 1081,00 1().40 
113 1060 20 1061.00 . 1040 
114 1060 20 1061.00 1040 21.00 -a , 
115 1oeo 20 1081.00 1040 21.00 ...::in,"'I 
11&1 10001 2011061.001 1040t 21.001 do1i), 10011 0.001~~ .. -=?blO ·I··.·.· 1.~;y:;•].11H11-:.<~. z.c...q:i·w -;·:-::-1-:'.:fjfjw·-.q 1.· ->::-::·N.·1; 
1111 1059.71 2011000.101 1039.1f 21.001 ; 015 -l 1oeo.1I -o.ooPrttF~~.:l'll.-Od ·:-=:-.·~· L ·,.-15· . N,:,:..'fQ1·-J -": et.:· .-.-·~pt'Jf-·:!. p¥:~:;;=.~!~~1;:t:~.-·:: :-~-~~ I~ 
118 105U 2D 1060.70 1039.7 21.00 1060~7 ---
119 I 1059.7 • 20 1060.70 1039.7 21 ,00 • 1oeo,1 
120 106S.1 20 1000.10 10~.1 1000.1 o.oo -:-'·:: ~mm1~~Rmm1 
121 1059.8 20 1060.80 1039.8 1050.8 0.00 
122 10su 20 ,ooo.so 1ose.e 21.00 r, 1000.s 
123 1069.8 20 1060.80 100U 21.00 . 1060.6 ,D 
124 1059.9 20 1060.90 1039.~ 21.00 1060.9 0 
125 1059.9 20 1080.00 1039.9 21.00 1060.8 D 
126 1059.9 20 10e0.00 1039.9 i1'-0Q __ 1060.0 0, 
127 1080 2-0 1061.00 1081 







128 1080 20 1001.00 1061 
130 1060 20 1061.00 1081 
131 1060 20 1061.00 1040 21.0 1081 
132 1060 20 1001.00 1040 21. 1061 
133 1060 20 1081.00 1040 21.0 1081 
;~ -,~~f:,' i.:'i~;~; 
134 1060 20 1oe1.oo 1040 21.0 1001 o.oo r · 
135 1oeo - 20 1oe1.oo 1040 21. 1oe, ~00 
138 1060 . 20 1061,00 1040 21.00 0,1 1061 0.00 
1371 1059.71 2011oeo,101 1039.71 21 .001 J./J4!" I 1060.7 o.oot ·CJ /:.li"---
1391 1059.71 2011060.701 1039.71 21.001,.-~.1 I 1060.7 O.OOJ ·o ::··t~ 
1391 1059.71 2011000.101 1039.71 21.001 -~ i31 1060.7 0.001 CY . • ~·· 
1-401 1059.71 201106D.701 1039.71 21.00( JI) :1 J 1060.7 0,00~ ·:\.l:::_L~.., 
1-41 I 1059.81 2011oeo.ao1 1039,81 21.001-:Jft'l I 1060.B O.OOJ -~Q-_~L,;( i ;~ .-r · 
1-421 1059.81 20t 1oeo..so1 1038.81 21.001 f'L I 1oeo.e 0.001 l :-rr·,~ I . f 
1431 11059.91 20t 106D.901· 1039.91 21.001 r / t 1060.9 0.00 
l 1441 105ul 2011000.001 1039.ol 21.001 /Hff1 t _1000.e 0.00 
' , .. -,... 
~ -
::.~ 
PCI QC RfPRESENTAllV!:: . . · .. ,•.: 
4/11 
/ 
l.ocatfon: YG ..P, lo 1:,.,;C•'i- Used: .--·· 'f,c1,: . 3.~---YL f"': ·· · . oFc• ---:::<·:r~-: -·:: -·:.~ ~ :~ 
• f = := = •Do :;;.IERB W48TAw;>.,:~~ , T~ , ',i~,:1~;,;~::i:~ • :,_;~ ·?;_;;:~Jt,-t; -7I~r" :.Locadoa 
ru1f · Ei..11 . a.11 El.ft PfanMd ntt - · ~tt:~~rn~d -·· -~ .,.04ilm1n~ ::· · · .·· ·_ .< · 14s ""'10·59--.o+-'"""""~+-1080. ..... . 9~0 ~103 __ -+-~~~~-+-it'1~~.~+m~+t!:rffl~~~~~~~""""~~-: .: · · · ~-, · : 
146 . 105'>.9 20 1060.90 1039,Q 1080.9 · 0, · ·"·· : ·· • -
147 ·1osu 20 1080.90 1039,9 1060.9 .· - : ~n·· 
148 . 1060 20 1061.00 1040 1081 . 
149 1060 20 1061.00 1040 21.00 ·-.~_-.. ···-~ 
150 1060 20 1061.00 1040 21.00 ·.·.··· 
1511 1060I 20t1oe1.001 4040I .2f.ooll?MCI~ 1001I ··o.ool . ()· ·m3_-.. L~ 120 ·JJI!tf.:t :.- .-cc .: . L·o11=- :l ;•! ··.- · ·1.-··. ·. 
1621 1oao1 2011oe1.001 1o-rol 21.oot~-r:7L__i061( ·:·· a.ool 0 ·-1.Q.Ol · lT~T1tf'f.:l ·~c1.:-:-.. .. .-J•lUf:::- '1:•;·• .~ . r-.- .. ·. ::;:.-.-. 
1s~1 10001 201 .1001.001 ·10401 21.ool!(O~i I too1I - o.ool=TI7-2-!Cl~-~r~1J ·.rtt~f'(:.J. -CL ~7-;:'[T<!H.:··.-- 1.-· .• ·. · h · 
1641 10001 20t1oe1.001 10401 2t.oot~:7 I 1061) o.ool~~~l}n· r--~--~r~o~-tYh~T~~'i!L: :. ·: U~•-::=-J~ :. ·:• .· r =::i . .-
\ 15o1 · 1ooof 2011oe1.oot 10401 21.001 ;w;} l ~10611 . o.ool ··._o- ·-El.~n : ~- I ,O\~•l>Jt'lfl~ et::·=.-":-.f ~- :1~-· ;. · ·. 
;_i ,. 
,' ._; /_; 
1se 1080 20 1oe1.oo 1040 21.00 1oe1 o.oo LL .·\ .. 
.. •;-
. .,!: 
I 157 1059.7 2fJ 1080.70 .1039.1 21,QO 1060.7 O.0Q 
' 
1681 1059.71 20l1060.70t 1039.71 21,00171.,Y I ,oeuJ o.ool~-,:~~~-r-: ::;;,..2?li~lWJ-:f.l-il._- ·:~:ek- 1~:-t~f~<:.·>·l.k :·~· ... ·· .. 
1~1 1osa.1t 2011oeo.1O1 1039_1J 21.001 LQ±iLJooo.1[ o.ool · ·ll•::"JtlJ1J~~-__. t··zdlJ~,t:tt•-3t,~--:~tMW,.-p,t:rff.M~~• =-··'·F•;·.:::,~ ·--.+ 
,601--i~·· .ru 1uov.-,u -,~.7 · .tl".W - -n~u:r -·-o.w - ., 
:161 I 1059.81. 20 1080.80 1039.8 21.tlO ~1060,8 ·· 0.00 · : . -,._~-~ ~ ~ 
., ·-- :-:T1e2r~ 1059.BI :wr 1000.ecil1039~8f ·21.JfoL~'lI ~Qeo,eJ . - . 0.001"' . ~--O'·''t~:rf11 -:~--- -'"·~:·~-1 ~·1-~~J,i1-:f:iWt!~t=?q~Eif-;~'l"~~1·T~-:-:·;=~~~ f': 
163 1059.9 20 1060.90 1039.9 21.00 {RJ~- . ;--1060.9 
1B4 1059,1} 20 1060.90 1009,9 21.0Q • j{ \~'1060.9 :' 
165 1059:9 20 1000.90 1039.9 0.00 .,- .. . 
166 ·.;_ U 20 1060,90 1031>.9 0.00 .- ... · ... _._, · 
1e1 : ,·,:.105u 20 1oeo.eo 1039.9 
"168 . 1059,Q 20 1060.90 1039.9 0.00 ·-.: · ------.. ___ .. ___ -· .. _____ --· .,. ___ .• : .... .......... •. ~ •-• -... ----r.-.:--.-"t..-..-:.. .~~-----'- • . . . . .. . ....... . - • - •• ~ --- -~- -~ ;ir, !1 '~ .. -::;-i·· -~ ·--~~~ --:;:.: ;-~~:•.~- .~ 
i~ tir:= t_;··:: .::.:-=r; ·. 
--..--·- -- ----·-- • .. : --·· • • f·_"! 
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